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Racers Regroup But May
Miss Williams For Season
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A former western Kentucky deputy
jailer was sentenced Tuesday to 10 years for manufacturing and possessing methamphetamine.
Danny Sholar, 50, a former Calloway County deputy jailer, was
charged after sheriff's deputies searched his home Nov. 13, Attorney
General Greg Sturnbo's office said in a statement.
Dunng the search, the deputies noticed Dwayne Childress, 40, a
convicted felon, and Rhoda Bunch,49, return to a camper parked on
Sholar's property in Hardin. Ky., in Marshall County, the statement
said.
Armed with an arrest warrant for Childress, officers went to the
camper and saw items used to make rnethamphetunine inside, the
statement said. They then searched the camper and found methamphetamine, drug paraphernalia and evidence of meth manufacturing,
the statement said.
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Ex-deputy
jailer earns
sentence
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Murray, KY 42071

ERIC WALKERiteoger 8. Times
As Murray State students walk across the Chestnut Street bridge and return to their residential colleges, one was pictured in
Tuesday afternoon's rain storm minus an umbrella; always a handy accessory on MSU's campus. The rain was a welcomed
sight and more appears on the way. Forecasts call for between 20-40 percent chances for precipitation into next week.

•See Page 2A

Feedback is
Calloway OKs '07-'08 school sought on
tax rates, construction bid
MSU parking
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board of
Education met in special session Tuesday
evening to approve the levy of tax rates for
the 2007-08 school year. In so doing, the
board lowered its taxes by 2 cents on real
property from the current rate of 39.8 cents
to a rate of 37.8 cents per $100 assessed
value.
The new rate will go into effect Jan. I.
2008. it was reported.
The motor vehicle tax will remain at its
current rate of 52.1 cents and the utility tax
will remain at its current rate of 3.0 percent.
These rates have been unchanged for several years, officials noted.
"We had a growth in assets in the county
over the past year and we were able to maintain a 4 percent increase in our revenues
while still lowering these taxes by two

II See Page 2A

Illustration provided

Pictured above is a photo of Calloway County Middle School with the planned
entrance and canopy superimposed. The completed project should appear much
the same, according to David Dowdy, public relations coordinator for the Calloway
County School System

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A Murray State group wants
to know what you think about
parking on campus.
Really.
MSU officials organized a
work group to evaluate parking
and transportation concerns as
well as traffic and pedestrian
safety. In addition to university
students, faculty and staff, the
community, area businesses and
the City of Murray are represented.
Formed last year, the group
has identified key concerns and
researched potential solutions.
Now, the group is looking for
feedback about potential future
parking and transportation
options on campus and in the

neighbonng area.
A survey is available for
campus and community members to voice their thoughts on
some potential solutions to parking and transportation woes.
Becky Watts, deputy to MSU
President Dr. Randy Dunn,
helped organize the work group
and said she's pleased with the
early feedback.
Dunng the summer, the
group used a sample group of
students to test the survey.
While conclusions can't be
drawn from that sample. Watts
said it was a good start.
And now more thoughts are
coming in.
"We already have input as

•See Page 2A

Cool weekend planned with annual Ice Cream Festival
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway County
Department of Parks and
Recreation is inviting the public
to come out to Chestnut Park
Fnday evening and Saturday for
some good fun, good music, lots
of excitement, special food vendors and a homemade ice creammaking contest with plenty of
free ice cream
Parks program assistant Lisa
Pendergrast said new this year
will be an "Inflatable City.- a
collection of six, huge inflatable
attractions where youngsters can
have lots of fun.
"Inflatable City- will be
accessible for either a dollar a
turn or patrons can purchase a
$10 wristband for unlimited
access to all six inflatable.. she
said. Those who purchase a
wristband on Fnday night may
also return Saturday and play on
the inflatables all day long.
The Ice Cream Festival will
officially kick off on Friday
night at 6 p.m. and will continue
until 8 p.m. with the inflatables
only, but Parks Director Matt

Martin said he expects lots of recipe. Applications for particiyoungsters will have lots of fun. pation must be completed and
"It'll be monstrous," Martin turned in to the park's office b%
4 p.m. today (Wednesday). Thc
said.
parks office is located on th(
The big day is Saturday from grounds at Chestnut Park and
will
cream
ice
2-8 p.m. with free
can be contacted by telephone at
be served to everyone from 2-6 762-0325 for more information.
p.m. The homemade ice creamMurray-Callowa
Also.
making contest will take place at
are sponsorin
veterans
County
4 p.m. with judging scheduled
a special auction this year from
for 6.
2 -4 p.m. on Saturday. All proA 30-foot rock wall will also ceeds will benefit the planned
be available at a cost of $5 per Veterans Memorial to be located
turn or three turns for $10.
at Chestnut Park.
The classic rock band.
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Tabitha and Southern Fry'd, and Post 6291 Commander Dave
others are scheduled for con- Foley said the auction would
certs at venous times after 3 include about IS to 20 or more
p.m. on Saturday. Special food items donated by local businessvendors will set up for sales es including tools, a shotgun, a
from 3 p.m. until 7 p.m.
picture of baseball great Jackie
Martin said those entering Robinson. pizza certificates, a
the ice cream-making contest socket set and clamps, haircuts,
could win a $200 grand prize, a an Interstate battery and much,
second-place prize of free Purity much more.
ice cream for one year. or a tro"Jim Tate (of Campbell's
phy for taking third place. The Realty and Auction) will be the
Murray-Calloway County Parks auctioneer and we'll do it
Board of Directors are sponsors between the music over in the
for this year's event.
area where we're planning to put
The entry fee is $15 per the memorial.- Foley said.
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Chestnut Park was filled with youngsters and adults last year such as these three fnends sitting and listening to music while munching on ice cream during the annual Ice Cream Festival.
This year's festival kicks of Friday night and continues all day Saturday
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Christian broadcaster
Kennedy dies at 76
The Res D James
14)KT LAUDERDALE. Fla IAPI
Kennedy, a pioneering megachurch pastor who became one of the
nation's most prominent Christian broadcasters
And a key figure in the rise of the religious right.
died today, a church spokesman said.
He was 76
Church spokesman John Armin said Kennedy
died at About 2 15 rn at his home in Fort
Lauderdale Kennedy had Announced his retirement last month after suffenng cardiac arrest on
l)cc. 28
Kennedy took the Coral Ridge Presbytenan
Church in Fort Lauderdale from a congregation of
Kereeirdy
45 in 1959 to a mcgachurch of nearly 10010
members today.
In Washington. he founded the Center for Christian
Statesmanship. organizing Capitol Hill Bible studies and other
eN CM% that attracted top govenunent officials, encouraging them "to
embrace God's pros idennal purpose for this nation."
In 1974. he started Coral Ridge Ministnes, his radio and TV outreach Arm. which now claims a weekly audience of 3.5 million peo
pie tog all ufits broadcasts...Kennedy's TV show 'The Coral Ridge
Hour." airs on more than 400 stations and four cable networks, and
is broadcast to more than 150 countries on the Armed Forces
Network, his ministry sass
ear. the National Religious Brod& asters 41%1•Mlift1011
List )
Uld114.1ed him into their Hall of hone

DITCH THIS JOB!:

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
ditch along Glendale Road
Workers with the Kentucky Department Of Transportation dump rock into a

Tuesday morning

Craig reconsidering Thompson will preview candidacy in ad
resignation decision

As
WASHINGTON (API
a veteran actor, Fred Dalton
Thompson knows something
Out office,- Brand
BOISE, Idaho AP)
about entering a stage It's all
of Sen Larry Craig's lawyers said on NBC'.
about the buildup
said today the Semite has no "Imlay- show
The former Tennessee senaCraig says
business looking into the contor plans to announce his official..••
duct of one of its own following he may still
entry into the Republican presiCraig's guilty plea m connection fight fiir his
with an Airport men s room set Senate seat,
dential contest on Thursday. But
spokesman
sling
he'll pique interest first on
of
the
if
prece- says
An unbniken line
Wednesday with an ad aired durcan
lawmaker
dents dating hack 220 years
ing a GOP presidential debate in
makes clear the Senate does 1101 clear his name
New Hampshire that Thompson
consider misdemeanor pus ale with the senate
panel
conduct to he a fit subject of ethics
Craig
will otherwise skip
inquiry. Washington attorney and
By then he will have taped an
court
Minnesota
aides
after
asserted
Stan grand
on NBC's "The
appearance
lawmaker,
Republican
is
The
senator
the
said
to Craig
with Jay term,
Show"
Tonight
for
to
Idaho
represented
has
who
decision
his
feCon•adering
27 years. Announced Saturday
which will an about an hour
1
.
resign
that he intended to resign
"We ought to seek to have the
after the debate ends in many
"It's not such a foregone con- U S households Come midcommittee dismiss this out
nght.- Brand said of a Senate clusion anymore that the only
thing he could do Was resign.' night. he'll post a 15-minute
ethics panel's ins esugation
Craig's video announcement on his offiSmith.
"the Republican leadership Sidney
called for an ethics ins estigation spokesman in Idaho's capital. cial Web site.
that had nothing to do with his told The Associated Press on
The face time with Leno and
11.1C1414IN
debate ad on Fox News
the
"We're still preparing as if
Channel are the coquettish
Senator Craig will resign Sept
but the outcome of the legal nooses of a candidate who has
41.46C in MInfICSOIA and the ethics already proven his aptitude
In the news story about the
investigation will have an
using the media, from television
Slildied
of
holliday
9sill
iiilpaci on whether we re able to to the Internet While his main
stay in the fight - and stay in
Newt, Beak. published
ii.. als -- Rudy Giuliani. Mitt
the Senate," Sniith said
Tuesday. the names of her four
Romney and John McCain —
guilty
pleaded
62.
Craig.
should
great grandchildren
questions.
debate
Aug 1 to J reduced charge of parry
hake been Robert and Brittany
misdemeanor disorderly con- Thompson will pretty much
Beale. Drina Buhler and
duct follow ing his June 11 arrest control his own message
liarren ('rick the la-direr
.11 the Minneapolis-tit Paul
Thompson aides want AS
regrets the err .r
International Airport But he
many eyes on the Web s Rico as
contended throughout last week
Ihe Afurrtic lx,Net ci /inlet
he had done nothing wrong and
possible The debate ad and a
said his only mistake was plead
strises to ensure Accurate and
on
commercial
follow-up
ing utit
fair reporting. however MO.
siewers
instruct
will
Thursday
Smith said J telephone call
takes 414.4.41%14414411!. usstif It is
to go online and get their undiCraig receised last week from
the tedirer•s pic s io c orrec t
luted message straight from the
urg
,
Pa
R
Specter,
Arlen
Seri
errors To report a news inis
the
fighting
to
him
consider
ing
candidate
SI
,.ill'
f
take or rim,
and for his seat
guilty plea
"We think one of the
1916
affected Craig's decision to strongest weapons this camretigOolder his resignation
Dana Penni,. IA lute House paign has is Fred Thompson's
deputy press secretary, said ability to connect directly with
she
heard miss reports that the pahl ." said Todd Hams,
Craig was reconsiclermg his re•Due io • reporter's error. ignation "I diin t think that othr Thompson's communications
director "We want to dnse
Vemta 1 oranger was identified
stews 'Wee changed." she said.
much traffic as possible to the
as the leader of the county's "but of course this is the sena
Umergenc
Community
tor'• decision, the senator's Web site
veal
Response Training CERT
Following that media drum
program lananger was repOn
roll. Thompson *ill make his
sible only for enlisting and
organizing solunteers for the
program and not the training
In addition to the announce
From Front
risen( of the discontinuing of
the county's Retired and SC(1101
t.hildrtss a. as mrillert4.Cti l4. i,1 'Cal% for manutacturing metharnVolunteer Program illtSVPi.
phetaminc, three !red''s for plOACO.1011 of methamphetaminc and one
Lotanger say• the West
),ear for pov•e,
041011 of thug paraphernalia_
Kentucky Allied Community
Burk h was sentenced to fise !tears for possession of rnetham
Services Homeland Security
office will also tease to
Melamine She entered a conditional plea and will appeal the denial
on Sept 2/4 due to lack of fund
of her rnotnin to supptess evidence, the attorney general's statement
mg
said

Correction

AP

for
out
stands
blend of paid
advertising, talk-show appearance. Internet and stump speech
— all in less than 24 hours
What

Thompson is his

s the modern way to do
'
-That
it."

said
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•Ex-deputy jailer ...

nications. "Especially if people
are looking for something new
on the Republican side. People
have had plenty of time to look
at Rudy or Mitt or McCain. So it
makes sense for Thompson to
march to his own campaign
drummer."
Thompson's debate ad and
Lena appearance could pose a
risk, highlighting for voters
Thompson's decision to forgo an
exchange of views in New
Hampshire with the remainder
of the Republican field. The
move was not getting a warm
reception in New Hampshire.
'There is a genuine interest
in Senator Thompson here, a
real curiosity about him." New
Republican
Hampshire
Chairman Fergus Cullen said.
"But that cunosity is giving way

first campaign appearance as a
declared candidate Thursday
afternoon in lOwa.
Thompson is hardly the first
to use the Internet and media to
build up public interest. In
January. Sen. Hillary Rotlharn
her
announced
Clinton
Democratic presidential bed
with a Webcast. In contrast. Sen.
Barisok ()barna chose a more traditional route, announcing to a
crowd in his home state of

•••

these surveys come hack in
from outside e-mail addresses,"
she said "I know people who
aren't campus people Are offering feedback "
And you could even be a
winner lust for participating
Sun,eys can be anonymous, hut
respondents who provide their
names And e-mail addresses will

II Calloway OKs
billie

From Front
cents," Calloway ('ounty School Supenntendent
Steve Hoskins said -This is a
significant reduction and we are
extremely pleased to do something positive in return for the
of

, residents

Year

county

the

heftier last, we had to raise the
rates, but our people understood

voiced opposition
to it
-That Laker spint runs deep
It speaks well for the county for

and nobody

Saturday, Sept. 8th from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m
Hoskins

them to support this school system the way they do

Now, it
s
'

good to he able to do something like this for

that
a tax

Hoskins said with respect to the drought

CleacWi

**air

2477 Stato Rout. 94 E • Murray • 270-753-4830
(nod to Pere term Nursery)
tons° Monis. DVM

411.

has hit the area this summer, passing along
reduction was doubling pleasing
He explained that the county had reported
mere than a S100 million increase in assessed values in the county from Jan I. 2(114i to Jan. I.
211117. with approximately S I I billion total assessment
and

Hoskins explained the growth in housing
other

markets

have

contributed

to

the

morale
The hoard also approved a construction hid to
('leaser Construction for lust over 5874.000 for
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interior

renov anon. to

thc

schools and the middle school

three

elementary

The interior work

roofing
the same schools

is in conjunction with a
underway at

1hr board approsed a revised 13G-I 07-205
building document to the state with an amended
amount for the cost of the work from 52.5 million
to 52 million for the total project.
In other business the board adopted a resolution authorizing the Calloway County School
District Finance Corporation to issue qualified
zone•aeademy bonds through a federal program
that allows people who buy the bonds to qualify
for a till credit over 15 years rather than interest
With the program, the county contnbutes SI . I
million into an escrow account with A return of S.7
million to pay for the project
'Timing is everything on these type bonds
Other distncts that applied were not in a position
to follow through on their applications," said
David Dowdy. public relations coordinator for the

them,- he added

V1-'•

SurveYs. are due by 3- -p.m.
Sept. 21.
Watts said that after the survey data is collected, the work
group will come back together
to look at the results and develop a recommendation for the
administrative
university's
council. Then the administrators
will evaluate how to proceed
and what resources are needed.

be entered in a drawing for cash
prizes First prize is 53(14): second prize, 5200, and third prize.
S100.
The survey as available at
www.mun-aystate.edu. It can be
submitted online or returned to
Parking and Transportation
Work Group, Murray State
University. 218 Wells Hall,
Murray, Ky., 42071.

From Front

Opetn House

WELLNESS CENTER

to skepticism and maybe even
cynicism about him in pan
because of how he's handling
his grand entrance. For him to
then go on Jay Leno the same
night and be trading jokes while
other candidates are having a
substantive discussion on issues
is not going to be missed by
New Hampshire voters."
Romney spokesman Kevin
noted
pointedly
Madden
Tuesday that Romney has traHampshire.
New
versed
addressing voters and giving
interviews.
"Tomorrow night is an
opportunity to spend an hour
and half with New Hampshire
voters and talk to them about
issues that are important to
them." Madden said. "Contrast
that with 30 seconds in a paid
ad."
But Harris said the point of
the ad is to remind the public
that Thompson is on the immediate honzon and that voter,
should keep an open mind.
"For every person watching
that debate who thinks they've
made up their mind, there are
probably going to be 20 who
haven't decided."
Thompson has made amplc
use of his Web site over the summer as he pursued a "testing the
waters" campaign. By not
announcing his candidacy.
Thompson was allowed to raisc
money to explore the possibility
of a presidential bid without
having to meet certain federal
disclosure requirements.

project that is

The wait will also include a new

school system

-Calloway County had

its

project

approved. the Inds out, the paperwork in place and
everything ready to go It was perfect timing"
flue hoard recessed for a special meeting of the
Calloway

County

Corporation during

confirmed

School

District

Finance

which time the corporation

officers and considered the resoluhon,

for the qualified

zone academy bonds

The corporation officers for the year are the
saint as the school board with the two top positions tieing chairman Jeff Gordon and Terry
Bourland, vice chair.
It was also noted that Sept II will he -High
County school
Attendance Day- in Kentucky
officials encourage students to attend school
everyday, but they want to especially urge all stu-

canopy at the

middle school which should be in place by spring-

dents not to miss classes on this important day.
Dowdy added
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Soldier remembered for strong faith:

KentuckvInBrief
Fletcher campaign to begin third
anti-casino ad

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A Kentucky National Guard soldier killed in Afghanistan was
I-RANKFOR1, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Ernie Fletcher is expected to remembered Tuesday for his
begin airing the third in a series of political ads opposing casino strong faith as his family and
friends gathered for his funeral.
gambling on Wednesday.
Hundreds of mourners filed
The ad, to air on television stations across the state, shows
the Cathedral Basilica of
about
into
prosecutor,
Illinois
an
Umholtz,
Stewart
Fletcher talking with
the Assumption in this northern
the ills of casino gambling.
Kentucky city for the funeral of
Umholtz, who ran unsuccessfully as a Republican for Illinois
Sgt. Nicholas Carnes, 25.
Staff
Tazewell
in
opened
attorney general last year. said since casinos
of Ludlow.
County, 111., he has seen a rise in unusual theft cases — people stealCarnes, a member of the
ing money from cemetery associations, libraries, even schools.
Guard since 1999, died
National
"We didn't have those cases before the casino came to our counAug. 26 during a fire fight near
speak
facts
the
think
I
"So.
said.
he
now,"
ty, and we're having them
the village of Lewanne Bazaar
for themselves."
in Afghanistan. Carnes was
Fletcher, a Republican, has made his opposition to casino gam- assigned to Battery A. 2nd
Democratic
His
bling the centerpiece of his re-election campaign.
Battalion, 138th Field Artillery,
opponent, Steve Beshear, has said he favors allowing Kentucky votbased in Carrollton.
casiallow
to
constitution
state
the
ers to decide whether to amend
The cathedral was standingnos.
room-only during the hourlong
ceremony in which Carnes'
friends paid tribute to his life
and service to his country. The
Kentucky Enquirer reported on
Web site.
its
officer
police
Kentucky
central
A
—
(AP)
Ky.
LA GRANGE.
The Rev. Lowell Bowling.
was charged with growing marijuana and has turned in his resignawho knew Carnes as a child,
tion, the department said.
said
that even as a boy. Carnes
arraigned
was
Oldham County Officer Gerald W. Colston
and had a strong
generous
was
Tuesday in Oldham County District Court and released on his own
faith in God.
recognizance.
"He had been raised with
Colston, the department's only canine officer, turned in his resig- love and he knew he was
nation on Friday after Police Chief Michael Griffin requested it.
loved," Bowling said. "But he
-This alleged misconduct is a disappointment to me and the other
was also raised with discipline
29 officers in the Oldham County Police Department," Griffin told
and that discipline helped mold
of
all
for
time
The Courier-Journal. "This is a very, very difficult
him into the fine young man that
he became.
Kentucky State Police said Colston had grown four marijuana
"As Nick lay there on the
plants at rental property where he lived.
battlefield. I know the angels of
God were standing there beside
him waiting to carry that soul
into heaven."
After the service, Carnes was
in Alexandria Cemetery
buried
LEXINGTON, Ky.. AP) — A central Kentucky man who fell
military honors. Three
full
with
from a ladder while painting his house died of electrocution, the
Black Hawk helicopters flew
coroner's office said Tuesday.
overhead, a three-volley salute
Jacob Corey Lathery, 29, of Lexington, fell Monday morning
was fired and bagpipes played
from an extension ladder he was using while painting the eaves of "God Bless America."
the house, the Fayette County coroner's office said.
Carnes was deployed overLathery apparently exhibited symptoms on the ladder before seas in October, his first tour of
falling that indicated electricity may have been involved, the coro- duty since joining the National
ner's office said. An autopsy at the state medical examiner's office Guard.
"I remember Staff Sgt.
on Tuesday confirmed Lathery had been electrocuted.
Carnes as Pfc. Carnes — a
chubby-checked little I9-yearold that had a can-do attitude
that was unbelievable," said
Maj. Walter Leaumont, who was
MASHFORK,Ky.(AFI— Police in eastern Kentucky are inves- Carnes' battery commander
tigating a shooting involving a Kentucky State Police trooper and
after he finished training six
two police officers.
years ago. "He was a joy to
State police say Trooper Brad Austin and Salyersville police
Officers Matthew Watson and Andy Ybarro responded to a report of
an intoxicated man at a trailer park in Mashfork in Magoffm

Police officer charged with growing
marijuana, turns in resignation
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Police, KSP involved in shooting
of eastern Kentucky man

Three dead in
murder-suicide

County.
Police say the officers were approached by Stewart Grant Lenz,
who was armed with a rifle. Police say the officers gave numerous
commands to put the weapon down, after which shots were
exchanged by Lenz. Austin and Watson.
Lenz suffered a gunshot wound to the leg and was taken to
University of Kentucky Medical Center, where he's in serious condition. None of the officers was,hurt.
Austin was placed on administrative leave with pay while the
investigation is pending.

Kentucky miner killed in roof
fall at West Virginia mine

CHARLESTON, W.Va.(API — A miner from eastern Kentucky
was killed when a roof collapsed in a West Virginia mine.
Brent Reynolds, 35, of Virgie. Ky., was killed Monday afternoon.
according to State Trooper PA. Sparks.
The accident occurred at the Consol of Kentucky Bronzite Mine
near Naugatuck. said Terry Farley of the state Office of Miners'
Health. Safety and Training.
would
The state has begun an investigation, which Farley said
days.
several
take
returned
Calls to Consol of Kentucky were not immediately
Tuesday.
than a
It was the second Mingo County mine fatality in less
24, died
Browning.
Joe
Stevie
foreman
section
August,
In
month.
Development
after he suffered head injuries at the Rockhouse Creek
No. 8 Mine near Gilbert.
half
Nationwide. 17 coal miners died in the first seven and
and premonths of this year, not counting the six miners missing
to data
sumed dead in Utah's Crandall Canyon mine, according
from the Mine Safety and Health Administration.

OWENSBORO,Ky.(AP)—
Three people died early
Tuesday morning in a western
Kentucky house in what police
are describing as a murder-suicide.
It appeared that Jerry
Willoughby, 52, shot his wife
their
in
grandson
and
Owensboro home before turning the gun on himself. said Lt.
Bill Thompson of the Daviess
County Sheriff's Office.
Willoughby and his grandsOn, Christopher WillbUghby, 6.
were found dead just after I
a.m. CDT, Thompson said.
Sharon Willoughby. 57, was
still alive when police found her
in the house, but she died later
at Owensboro Medical Health
Services, Thompson said.
The county's 911 service got
an emergency call from the
house at 12:58 a.m.. but when
deputies arrived, they got no
response and broke into the
home. Thompson said Jerry
Willoughby made the call after
apparently shooting his wife
and grandson.
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Why not use the equity you've built
in your home to enjoy life more. Why
not? It's your money. With our low
rate, no closing costs, no points and
fast decisions. why not'? Just think of
all the things you can do Give us a
call at 888-444-BANK (2265) or a
click at usbank.corn. Or stop by
any local U S Bank

How many stars
does your bank have?

Air Duct System Cleaning
is a growing concern. Most houseIn today's air-tight homes. Indoor Air Quality
and animal dander. Many of
hold dust contains dust mites, mold, mildew, pollen.
central air systems in most homes
these contaminant's are circulated through the
allergies.
and can aggravate the symptoms of asthma and

Air duct cleaning can rid your ducts of:
Dirt & Debris• Mold •Pollen • Dust Mites
k nd imprme the efficicnc
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were'
work with. He didn't know the he and other soldiers were Three other soldiers
word 'no.' He made almost a escorting a convoy in Iraq. injured
meteoric rise through the ranks
because was that good — hardworking, dedicated, and he had
MURRAY (10 YEAR OLD)
that natural-born instinct where
TRAVEL BASEBALL TEAM
he was a leader, and people just
TRYOUTS
naturally followed.
"It's just a tragic. tragic loss
that we've suffered, in both the
military and his family,"
Leaumont said.
Leaumont read a letter that
Carnes wrote to his wife, Terri
Bernstein-Carnes, in November.
"If the other soldiers who
came before me did not stand up
for freedom, then we would not
have freedom," Carnes wrote
HEAD COACH: KEVIN LAMB
his wife. "So I feel that I am
obligated to stand as well for
Join us for Tryouts Saturday, September
freedom, to ensure that everythe
enjoys
me
one that follows
9th at 9:30 A.M. at the Murray Calloway
same freedoms that we do today.
County Park Mustang Field. Rescheduled if
I'm not going to Afghanistan to
rained out.
kill Afghans. I'm going there to
help them stand up against the
CONTACT: KEVIN - Cell 227-8744, 753-3282
Taliban, to regain control of
or CHRIS - Cell 293-0557, 753-7850 if you
their own country."
Carries was the first of two
need additional information.
Kentucky guardsmen killed in
action within a week.
Anyone 10 Years old or younger is welcome to
Staff Sgt. Delmar White, 37,
tryout. To be eligible, you must not be 11
of Lexington died Sunday when
Years old before May 151, 2008.
while
exploded
bomb
a roadside
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AP.
Terri Bernstein Cames, right, widow of slain soldier Staff Sgt. Nicholas Carnes and Carnes:
Cemetery in.
mother, Wray Jean Cames, mourn dunng a graveside service in Alexandria
Cames,25,
Alexandria, Ky. In the background is Alan Bernstein, Tern Bernstein Carnes father.
n.
Afghanista
in
Bazaar
Lewanne
of
the
near
village
was killed Aug. 26 during a fire fight

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
ServinR The People of Western Kentucky For Over 70 Years

802 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-8181
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I write this, we are facing a trip that we arc not
looking forward to. We must travel north and cast to take
our son Wesley to college. We knew this day would come
hut it is
and we would not have it any other way
still difficult to fathom living at home without him.
Thank pickiness for e-mail and cell phones, and as one
inend reminded us. we will only be a short plane ride
away. Still. it will take some adjusting for Cammie Jo and
Evelyn and ITIC And it will take sonic adjusting for Wesley. in a new plate. a new environment. among new
friends
I remember another trip that I was
forced to take a few years ago. I lucked
upon a window seat on a university bus
bound for Lexington for a workshop.
Asked to go to represent my college. I
promised my dean that I would learn All I
could and take good notes. These trips to
Lexington are not unfamiliar to me. and I
am never surprised by the distance.
One of the charms ol Murray is that it
hours from
Home and is term:illy lotated - four
I read for a
trip.
the
During
csersAshere
Away
luxury of
the
enjoyed
then
hut
while.
By JcIfTlOS
peering out the bus window. my view for
Duane Bolin
not hampered by the responsibility4 of
once
Ledger & Times
myself
driving
Columnist
In J bus, one Is higher up than in a
a Windstar minivan, so one is muneford Ranger nut k
dirtily made aware of wider sista% You look down on the
that of a
scene. Wit e Sat tly a birds eye slew, hut may he
_
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Time to study to death penalty

crime are WO poor to
Events of the week of Aug. 13
afford a lawyer.
renewed the discussion about the death
—Many if not most
penalty in Kentucky. On Wednesday the
of the persons on Ken15th, a warrant was signed for Kentucky's
tucky's death row have
first execution since 1999 to he earned
mental illness, a level
out in 30 days.
of mental retardation,
The following day. the Kentucky
and/or have come from
giraffe It a k afT)CI
Supreme t'ourt decided that Marco Chapabusive and neglectful
what
expedite
and
appeals
It was then late spring, so the redhuds and dogwoods
waive
man can
family situations.
were all hut spent. hut. unlike this long parched summer.
are calling a state-assisted suicide.
ftlall
—More than 200
at that time everything was still fresh and green. Looking
Kentucky passed its VerNI011 of the
people have been found
.t tteelltled hof1/011. the pees floated by with
death penalty in December of 1976. Since
AS...O.
Guest Voice mostly through DNA to
that time, Harold McQueen and Eddie
vaiy trig speeds. depending on the distante from myself
By Ernie Lewis he actually innocent of
Lee Harper have been executed.
I found it interesting that the nearer my gare. the taster
Department of their crimes. Over 100
The remainder of the men and women
things scented to pass by And then. looking down directly
of those were on death
still
litigated
have
quickened
row
pace
death
the
Public
on Kentucky's
Iii the road hencath my window,
rows across the courttheir appeals. and more than half of them
the gray asphalt and white road lines rushing by. weaving
Advocacy
Dy
had their cases reversed due to the
fili/ing pace
in and mit at J
—Many if not most
I had not w alt bed the road rush by like this since child- untonstituticinality of their conviction or
cnmirxilogists believe that the death penalsentence or a senous and prejudicial emir
backseat window in our white Rambler
hood. when from
ty is not a deterrent to crime. The U.S.
during their trial
Texas to Oregon and
station wagon, we journeyed I
Supreme (*owl has considered the studies
pena
begins
penalty
death
the
Before
KentliCk!,
to
our
then to I critic %%CC and CS entuall!, hack
whether or not the death penalty is a
of
to
wise
it
isn't
use,
lit]
iatise
of rikire
home I tient umhered m those days by seathclts. I hugged
deterrent, and has stated that the studies
OUINCReS J.S a society whether it is
ask
suits
and
jackets
the
past
peeked
and
door,
rear
the right
are inconclusive It makes little common
working'' Before life is taken. shouldn't
hatpin): from J hook dhow the tar window.
sense that a person who has mental dlthis
of
use
quesnonOrthe
and
track
step
we
Lyen though the road rushed by beneath my window.
riess or retardation, or is addled by drup
extreme penalty'
betk in those days. as a ten year old boy. it seemed like I
or alcoh)l. or who is under extreme CI:Ma politic deferkier lot
been
have
I
wrote.
once
Lewis
S.
C.
As
the
world.
in
had all the time
um:4 disturbance. would he deterred by
room than 141 year, and Kentucky's PubI had -all my road before tile
possible penalty he is facing.
the
I
year.
those
of
I
I
for
Advocate
lic.
NoVf..a generation later, my grown-up life has taken on
The costs are high and the return is
charged
men
numerous
represented
have
frantiv and dirrymg pate. mut h like the road rushing by
questionable North Carolina has estimated
CrIMCS AI the trial and appelcapital
with
out
beneath the bus window While the road stretthes
that it sperkis $2.16 million per execution.
late level,
before Wesley and Canonic Jo. it seems that for Lselyn
Honda has estimated that it spends S3.2
the department which I
with
Attorneys
and tue at least. great hunks of riad have already passed
million on each execution. Kentucky has
'it
and
men
the
all
virtually
represent
lead
by
spent millions of dollars on each of its
charged with tapital trunes in
women
(Hi that long ago cross vountry trip. only when I lifted
executions. Kentucky has from 60-90
addition it, those presently in death row
my gaze from the rushing road so near 111!• sell to the far
t. AWN each year in which the death penalThis experience leads me to the tontluhorizon. only when my %eosin took in the big pit ture. the
ty is a possible penalty. Only 1-2 tropic
skin that the death penalty is a bankrupt
great wide +tette, only then did the trees and fields slow
arc sentenced to die, and since 1976, one
and failed smut polity
down to a manageable pace Sonic of the trees almost
pc-p.m has been executed every 15 years
I understand that many disagree With
We can now ensure that if a person
lot
a
put
society
a
as
We
JPIwaca ti mote forward Despite the distance. only when
assertion
this
commits an aggravated murder that he
I lilted my we Louis' I really see
of faith in the death penalty. assunung
will never again he released from prison
And today. only when I lift my gale away from myself.
that it deters tome that it expresses sotiby sentencing him to life without parole_
only then tan I really use
ety outrage. and that it is Lost effective
—It is arbitrary who lives and who
I further understand that while some
dies. A death verdict in Kentucky depends
victims of murder are ag.unst the death
more 011 the county where a aline
penalty. many crime vittims continue to
occurs, who the prosecutor is, or the race
for the death of
long
and
it
in
believe
nil littlu,
the person who (flunk-red their loved one. or class of the defendant or the victim
rVVU
than the very facts of the crime or the
hoping tor an elusive closure
harm to the victim.
we allow the machinery of
before
But
"MI
1
The "worst of the worst- are not
death to be utilized again i0 kill a fellow
recristrig the death penalty One would be
citizen and child ol God. shouldn't we at
hard put to separate out the persons on
least look realistically at whether the
death row from the persons serving life
death penalty is meeting its appointed
State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
sentences in Kentucky pnsixts in terms of
tunvtion Shouldn't we consider the folFrankfort, Ky 40601
Room 329.J. Capitol Annex
their moral culpabtlity.
lowing facts'
1-800-372-7181
---Race is a factor no matter how hard
e- malt metvin henleyalre kygov
AIII10'.1 all the persons charged with
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State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices Capitol Annex
I-800-372-7181
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we try to eliminate it. Policy makers have
in recent years tried to eliminate the use
of race in jury selection. They passed a
law prohibiting the use of race in the
prosecution of capital crimes. Yet, study
after study proves that race still haunts
our modem death penalty.
Fifty-two percent of those executed in
Kentucky since 1911 were African Americans. A disproportionate number of people
of color (52 percent) are on death rows
across the country. A disproportionate
number of people who killed white people are on death row. Should we continue
a social policy in which the race of the
defendant or the race of the victim continues to determine who lives and who
dies?
—A majority of Kentuckians support a
sentence of life over death. In a 2006
poll conducted by the University of Kentucky Survey Research Center, 67.6 percent of Kentuckians believed a sentence
other than the death penalty was the most
appropriate penalty for aggravated murder.
Only 30.5 percent believed the death
penalty was the most appropnate penalty.
—The U.S. stands virtually alone
among the community of civilized nations
in its support of this criminal justice policy.
The Honorable Boyce Martin. a Kentucky Judge on the 6th U.S. Circuit Conn
of Appeals for more than 25 years. has
stated that "... the death penalty in this
country is arbitrary, biased and so fundamentally flawed at its very core that it is
beyond repair."
The American Bar Association House
of Delegates has called on Kentucky and
other states to halt executions until courts
can ensure that death eligible cases are
"administered fairly and impartially. in
accordance with due process," and with
minimum risk of executing innocent people.
It is MC for policy makers to institute
a moratorium on executing Kentucky citizens until Kentucky can study the arbitranness, cost, and unreliability of the
death penalty. When a citizen's life is at
stake, we must have reliable system that
IS both tan and deliberate.
Lessis has been head of the Department of Public Advocacy since he was
first appointed in 19%. He's serving his
durd term. He :s been with the DPA office
in various capacities mice /977.

OUR READERS WRITE
lo the Editor.
At the United Way Kickoff
Dinner last Tuesday. I w as
awarded the Kathie Genus
lifetime Achievement Award
for volunteer astisines I
appreciate this honor more
than anyone tools] possibly
know and am humbled by it
1 remember working with
Kathie At Needline dunng the
annual N.Al.0 fetter (artier.
Tood lime I later had the
honor of working with her in
my capat ity as a member of
the United Way Board
Her cheerfulness. thought fulness and -can do- attitude
were inlet torus and always
served to inspire those around
her to do more lot this community
Many are aware of
Kathie.s battle with cancer
and mans admired her grace,
dignity and the unswerving
faith that sustained her in that
fight nght up until the end
It was tles.au.e of her example and dedication that this
aw aid IT'learls f.0 filtlih to me
and why I was somewhat
emotional upon being named
I ,ould see kadues wistful
smile as I walked to the
pi churn
There are many others in
this conymmity deserving of

bating the huge fire on Clayton Town Road. in Buchanan,
Tenn. on Aug. 22.
Our records indicate a total
of 53 emergency vehicles and
164 emergency personnel from
the vanous agencies in our
county. Stewart County and
f'alloway County were
involved
We would also like to
thank the many churches.
hum WSW'S and countless numbers of priv ate citizens who
brought water and fuel for
our vehicles, food and water
for our co gem y workers
and offers to help in any, way
they could
To Ilee such a large number
of agencies and persons come
together in complete cooperation to get the job done was
a perfect display of what our
communities are all about
Again our thanks to everySincerely. one involved your a.ssastance
Mark Kennedy will never be forgotten
Murray
Sincerely.
Reggie Coles
To the Editor
Pans Landing Fur Chief
On behalf of all the memBuchanan. Tenn
bers of Pans Landing Fire
Department. I would like to
To the Editor.
express MI TOM sincere
On Monday. Aug 20. a
gratitude for the assistance
fikiSAlVe field fire threatened
everyone in Calloway County
its homes on Ky RO Wen in
_gave our department in com-

this award and I hope that
they are recognized for their
efforts
For now, however, I will
accept this award on behalf
of all those whom I am able
to call upon my wife Jackie.
Kevin D'Angelo. Tom Dowdy.
Ur! %On Monte. Donna Herndon, Tab Bros krnan. Robert
Bell, Duane Brown and Alice
Rou%c, just to name a few
there are many others
My sincere thanks to those
who nominated me for this
honor and to those who
selected me I will never
receive another honor that has
more meaning to me
I am grateful to live in
sot h a great commuruty with
h great people and I hope
that in some small measure
some of the things I do will
make somebody 's life easier

Graves County. I am writing :
on behalf of those families. ,
Our families are so appreciative of the support we
received from our local community and agencies. Without
that support, we would have
lost everything we owned.
We are extremely appreciative of the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue department. They
were called in to assist
Graves County to get the fire
under control and they stayed
late into the night to keep a
watch on hot spots and new
fires I have never in my life
seen so many people come
together and wort together to
do whatever it took to save
our homes.
We all feel truly blessed
for all the support we
received and please know that
it was deeply appreciated by
all Of OW families It is great
to know that neighbonng
counties are there for each
other in times of need
Thank you
Michael and Amy Elliott,
Eddie and Carol Elder •
Scott and Andrea Elder;
Donnie and Deruse Hobbs
Leon and Mae Carley
Bill Cub:
Mayfield. Ky..

,•.
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Bush considers maintaining troop buildup

Obituaries
Mrs. Charity Marie Garland
Mrs. Charity Mane Garland, tat. Murray, died Tuesday. Sept. 4,
2007, at 3:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Bobby G. Byars
Bobby G. Byars, 68, East Calloway Street, Hazel, died Tuesday.
Sept. 4. 2007 at 4:15 a.m. at his home.
A retired carpenter, he was born Aug. 14, 1939. Preceding him in
death were one daughter. Wanda Byars; his father, Arlos Byars; and
two sisters, Pearl Jeanette Badge and Elizabeth Rowland.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Patricia Thorn Byars; one son,
Gary Byars and wife, Zanya, Paris, Tenn.; three daughters, Mrs.
Audie Melloy and husband, Mark, Hazel, Mrs. Donna Robinson,
Bruceton. Tenn., and Apnl Byars, Murray; his mother, Mrs. Audie
Moms Byars. Murray; one stepdaughter, Kelly Adams, Murray;
three stepsons, Timothy Adams, Hazel, and Daniel and Robert
Adams. both of Murray; one brother, Walter Byars and wife,
Carolyn. Hazel; five grandchildren, Joshua Byars, Joseph Jackman,
Mark Melloy 11, Krista Lee and Nicole Flint; two great-grandchildren, Sierra Sauls and Aaliyah Willis.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. Rev. John Taylor will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Hazel Cemetery at Hazel. Visitation will be at the
funeral home from noon to 2 p.m. Thursday.

Freed Mason Curd
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The funeral for Freed Mason Curd was today (Wednesday) at 11
a.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. John Dale and Brandon
Steele officiated. Music was by Glendale Road Church of Christ
Singers led by Todd Walker.
Pallbearers were Brandon Steele, Wes Steele.
Kenneth McCuiston, Austin McCuiston, Chris Cobb
and Tom Cunningham. Burial was in the Murray
City Cemetery with J.H. Churchill Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Freed and Millie Curd
Scholarship Fund, Murray State University, Office of Development,
106 Development Center, Murray, Ky., 42071 or Glendale Road
Church of Christ, P.O. Box 107, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mr. Curd, 74, South 16th Street, Murray, died Sunday, Sept 2.
2007, at 6:50 p.m. at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. He
served as state representative of the 5th District for 19 years from
1978 to 1997 and two terms as mayor of the city of Murray. As state
representative, he was chairman of the education committee and
served on the transportation committee. The auditorium in the
Martha Layne Collins Technology Building at Murray State
University was named in his honor. He was the recipient of the
Golden Horseshoe Award from Murray State University.
An Air Force veteran, he received his bachelor of science and
master degrees from Murray State University. A retired teacher from
Calloway County High School, he was a former principal and
teacher at Lynn Grove School. He had been named as Citizen of the
Year by the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. A
past chairman of the Purchase Area Development District, he was
chairman of Purchase Area Housing Corp. He was past chairman of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board; a former member of
Murray Lions Club; and a member of Glendale Road Church of
Christ and Kentucky State Retired Teachers Association.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Millie Curd, on Feb.
19, 2001, and one brother, Nix Curd. Born March 18, 1933, in Poole,
Ky., he was the son of the late Garvin Thomas Curd and Octa Nix
Curd.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margery Dyer Curd; three
daughters, Stacey McCuiston and husband. Kenneth, and Denise
Steele, all of Murray, and Tammy Curd, Franklin; one stepdaughter,
Dana Cunningham and husband. Tom. Nashville. Tenn.: one sisterin-law. Sylvia Curd, Paducah; five grandchildren, Austin and Haley
McCuiston, Whitni Cobb and husband. Chris, and Wes Steele, all of
Murray, Brandon Steele and fiancé, Comity Cross, Nashville; one
stepgrandchild, McKenzie Cunningham, Nashville; one greatgrandchild, Caden Cobb, Murray; one niece, Vickie Ladt and husband, Rick. Paducah; one nephew. Jeff Curd, Iraq.

WASHINGTON (API Apnl may become the new
September when it comes to
deciding whether to bring U.S.
troops home from Iraq, if
President Bush's senior advisers
have their way. But Congress
might not stand for it.
Since Bush ordered the
deployment of some 30,000
additional U.S. troops to Iraq in
January, he urged Congress to
give the new plan until at least
work.
to
September
Accordingly, this month became
a deadline among lawmakers for
substantial progress, including
several Republicans who said
they were wary of Bush's military strategy but agreed for the
most part to bite their tongues
•
until then.
Now, administration officials
are recommending Bush stand
by his war strategy until the
spring, and Bush is considered
unlikely to order more than a
symbolic cut in troops before the
end of the year. Officials familiar with the assessment spoke on
condition of anonymity to
describe decisions not yet publicly released.
The suggestion is a bold one,
considering Republicans lost
control of Congress last year
because of voter dissatisfaction
on the war and polls show
overwhelmingly
Americans
oppose the war.
Also, in recent months, GOP
support for the war deteriorated
with the latest challenge coming
from Sen. Norm Coleman.
Coleman, R-Minn.. said pulling
out a small number of troops by
the end of the year would prove
to Iraqi leaders that U.S. aid was
not a blank check.
"I've been searching - is
there another way to kind of
hammer the point? I think the
message has to be sent," he told
reporters this morning.
reporters
to
Speaking
Wednesday during a trip to

Rev. Odis Shultz
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The funeral for Rev. Odis Shultz was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home. Wingo. Rev. Tony Adams officiated. Burial was in the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Rev. Shultz, 85, Wingo community, died Friday.
Aug. 31, 2007. at 8:25 a.m. at Heritage Manor
Nursing Home. A retired Baptist minister, he had
served churches in this area. He was a member of
Wingo Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his parents. Noah
and Edna Pitman Shultz, and two brothers, L.C. and Alvis Shultz.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lillian Irene Shultz, and several
nieces and nephews.
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BAGHDAD (API -- Three
American soldiers were killed
and two were wounded by a
roadside bomb in east Baghdad,
the U.S. command said.
A U.S. statement said the
bomb was an explosivelyformed penetrator, a type which
the U.S. says Iran has been supplying to Shiite militias, a
charge the Iranians deny.
The U.S. said the blast
occurred Tuesday in east
Baghdad but gave no further
details. However, a U.S.
Humvee was seen burning
Tuesday at an intersection in
Mashtal section of eastern
Baghdad. U.S. officials believe
mainstream Mahdi forces have
generally stuck by the order but
breakaway factions of the militia are continuing attacks.
Elsewhere, a roadside bomb
rocked an eastern Baghdad
Shiite neighborhood early this
morning, killing at least 11 peo-
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A lull tune position is asailable at 100+ member vibrant church
team mutin Murray. Kentucky This person will Join laity and staff in a
overistry The Dires.-tor working with the Children's Council. will provide
will be a
sight and direction tor a comprehensive children's ministry and
motivator with high energy and excellent organizational and leadership
skills Salary will he negotiated per expenence
minimum of three refSend a letter of application and resume. including a
KY 42071
erences. to Res Richard Smith at 503 Mapk Street. Murray.
position and/or benefits
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aut

ple and injuring 19 others when
it exploded next to buses used
by morning commuters, police
and hospital officials said.
Blood stained the ground
around a small crater caused by
the bomb, which went off in the
predominantly Shiite neighborhood of Baladiyat just before 8
a.m.
Video from Associated Press
Television News showed/ the
scene strewn with broken glass
and littered with people's shoes
and other items. Nine people
were killed instantly by the
blast, according to police, while
a medic in nearby Kindi hospital
said two others died there shortly afterward from their injuries.
It was not immediately clear
who was responsible, but the
blast came on the fringes of Sadr
City. al-Sadr's stronghold.
In a pre-dawn raid in Karbala
this morning, U.S. forces captured an Iraqi believed to be

1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands,
2. Stylish drapery hardware
3. Beautiful custom bedding
•
4. Custom upholstery •
5. Intenor design services designed to fit your budget
From design to r3orkatton to pmtessoona orostdolaPor, rtror work 6 1
on house by our friendly stefl
Conte check out the Reed Interiors difference for yourself'

, _
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Australia, Bush restated his
view that decisions about troop
levels should be based on recommendations from military
commanders. He noted that Gen.
David Petraeus, the top U.S.
commander in Iraq. and
Ambassador Ryan Crocker
would be delivering progress
reports soon enough.
"Whether or not that's part of
the policy I announce to the
nation ... why don't we see what
they say and then I'll let you
know," Bush said.
Republican support likely
will hinge on Petraeus' testimony next week. If he can convince
lawmakers that the security
gains won in recent months are
substantial and point toward a
bigger trend-and a promise of

major troop reductions soon GOP members might be willing
to hold out until spring.
They also might be persuaded to wait until April if Bush
agrees to a small, symbolic
drawdown of troops by the end
of the year. as is suggested to the
White House by Coleman and
Sen. John Warner, an influential
Republican on security matters.
But that would be the best
case scenario for Bush in a
Congress already gearing up for
the 2008 election season. For
their part. Democrats will use
the unpopularity of the war
against Republican candidates,
including in the presidential
election.
Support for cutting off
money for the war also is likely

to grow, if Bush insists on keeping troops in Iraq at heightened
levels through spring.
"It's time to begin to bring
our troops home so that we can
relieve a strain on our military
that endangers our national
security," said Sen. Barack
Obama, D-111., a top contender
for the Democratic presidential
nomination. "It's time to end a
war that should never have been
authorized."
After a month at home with
constituents, nearly a dozen
members of the House issued a
call Tuesday for bipartisan
cooperation in Congress to stabilize Iraq and "bring our troops
home" after more than four
years of war.

U.S. reports 3 killed, 2 wounded in Baghdad blast
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President George W. Bush talks at a joint news conference with Australian Prime Minister John:
Howard ahead of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit this morning. Bustr
vigorously defended his troop buildup in Iraq and got a boost when Howard said his country's
forces there won't change for the foreseeable future.
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working as the local contact to cation devices, miscellaneous
Revolutionary documents and photographs, the
the Iranian
Guards Corps's elite Quds Force military said.
Meanwhile. embattled Prime
to supply Shiite militias with
Iranian-made weapons, said Minister /Yowl id-Malan met..
U.S. Army Maj. Winfield behind closed-doors with Iraq's
top Shiite cleric in Najaf to brief
Danielson 111.
The suspect is also believed him over efforts to fill Cabinet
to have helped transport Iraqis jobs vacated when ministers
to Iran for "terrorist training," from the largest Sunni Arab bloc
Danielson said in an e-mail. The and the movement of radical
military said it is believed that Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sach
he is "closely linked to individu- pulled out to protest the prime
als at the highest levels" of the minister's policies. Following
al-Maliki's meeting in Najaf, 45.
Quds Force.
U.S. forces were led to the miles southeast of Karbala, with
suspect. whose name was not Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani,
released, by information from the premier told reporters there
were "issues which I always
prisoners, Danielson said.
Ground troops confiscated find necessary to hear his views
computer equipment. communi- on.
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Little Laker Cheer Clinic
will be held on Saturday

Homecoming
announced
•

GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
former residenu of the area
now known as Land Between
The Lakes National Recreation
Area (LBL) wall gather this
fall for their annual Home.:coming.
The homecoming event eel'
Oxides former residents of the t
:Lyon County. Kentucky potnon of LBL. it will take
place Saturday. Sept. IS, at
the Star Camp Picnic Area, on
The Trace in northern LBL.
The yearly reunion at LBL
is a chance for former Between
the Rivers resident!, to visit
and reminisce. All former res• idents, relatives, and friends
7 -are invited
Those attending
Photo provided
.
..should bring food. beverages, Pictured, from left, are Jeremy Miller, Lauren Harlan, Kristen Mikulcik and Rachel Talent, mem• lawn chairs, and any other plc- bers of the Calloway County High School FFA who won first in state competition
MC or recreation items they
wish. Restrooms. picnic tables.
. and grills Are pros tiled. For
more information on the Lyon
County Between the Rivers
Homecoming.contact Ms Ladd
at 270-527-9261.
Land Between The Lakes
The team of Jeremy Miller.
The team placed first in the
The 2007 team had the top
is managed by the USDA Forest Service, in partnership with Lauren Harlan, Knsten Mikul- state, and will represent Ken- three individual scores, and
Friends to 1.131.... to provide cik and Rachel Talent of the tucky at the National FFA con- won by almost 300 points.
The Calloway County WA
public lands outdoor recreation Calloway County High School vention in (ktober.
Chapter of Future Farmers 01
This is only the second time Chapter now has students qualand environmental education
Anwncd competed in the FFA
the Calloway County FFA ified for nationals in four catWe encourage visitors to review
our website at www 1bl org Nursery/Landscape contest at Chapter has won the state nurs- egones: Horse Judging. Sheep
each season, and throughout the Kentucky State Fair. ery contest The first time was Entrepreneurship, Poultry Judgin 1991.
ing and Nursery/Landscape.
the season, for our Calendar Louis% tile
ot Events And updates on programs and policies Additional LSI. information is available by calling I•800-LBLGlory Bound Entertainment what a very scary time that children that come into the
will host a special event for can he tor that for that little hospital as either patients or
Teddy Bears at the regular one." a church member said,
with ill family members.
That's why the C'alloway
night program on Friday. Sept,
"We invite the public to come
By D.K. Kelley
14 from 7 to 9 p In at the County United Methodist Clus- to enjoy the music of The Peace.
Goshen
Methodist ter has- decided to have its first makers and The Grants on
United
Sept. 14 and help a child," a
Church. located on Ky. 121 "Teddy Bear Ministry."
All proceeds collected Sept. church members said.
North near Ky. 299. Murray.
"If any tat you have ever 14 at Glory Bound will go to
Special singers at Glory
had to take a child to the purchase hypoallergenic Teddy Bound Entertainment on this
emergency room. watched a Bears that will be donated to Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at
child *air for word of a sick the Murray/Calloway County' Goshen will be Barbara Roach
Hospital Emezgeocy Room and and Kevin Crawford,
loved one in the hospital, or
even tried to help a child dur- the local s twiner or the Amer
ing a natural disaster, you know icia Red Crtro, to be given to

CCHS FFA team places first
in the state competition

'Teddy Bear' program will be held
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Heather Hamilton Collins. a
2007 ealiotuay County High
Schia4 valedictorian, has been
awarded A Presidential Scholarship to Northern Kentucky
t'no ersity in Highland Heights.
At NKU. (Alms has been
accepted into the honors program, pursuing a bachelor's
degree in accounting. • with
minors in business administration and Spanish
the Presidential Scholarship
recognizes students who- have-achieved outstanding academic performance on - the—AC4.
and overall (IPA The award
is renewable for four years,
requiring full-time enrollment
and a minimum .4 25 cumula
live GM.
While at CCHS. Collins ads
or
to the United State',
Nthiescrilent
ittiern‘ in math
email,. and hand and ii• \
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Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Fnday staKing at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North. Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Shrine Club will meet Thursday
Murray Shrine Club and Ladies of the Nile will meet Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the- club building, located on Ky. 121
North in front of the Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds. A
meal will be served. All members and prospective members
are encouraged to attend.

Habitat for Humanity plans event
The Murray Chapter of Habitat for Humanity will host a
golf tournament on Friday at the Miller Memorial Golf Course.
This will be a 4-person scramble with a shotgun start at 1
p.m. For information call Chuck Hulick at 753-0325 or Mike
Maxwell at 767-2291.

Bass 'N Gals to meet tonight
Bass 'N Gals Club is scheduled to meet tonight at 6 at
Tom's Grille. This is open to all ladies that enjoy fishing with
no boat needed, just enjoy the lake.

Garden Department will meet
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday at noon for a salad luncheon at the club house.
Members will collect for CARE. The Murray State University
scholarship will be presented to the winner at the meeting.
Hostesses will be Cathy Mathis, Cada Reiroet and Sue White,

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at If p.m. at 1628 West Main St,. Murray. next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004,

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
vision/glaucoma, blood pressure, blood sugar and osteoporosis screenings on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at
Wal-Mart. Murray.

offer

GED Fast Track Program planned
Calloway County Adult and Family Education will offer a
free GED Fast Track program on Saturday mornings beginning Sept. IS. Anica Smith. coordinator, said the class will
meet from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the adult learning center at
1900 North 12th St., Suite G, every Saturday through Nov., 3.
Participants must qualify to attend and space is limited. For
more information call 759-5525.

Republicans open headquarters
Calloway County Republican Headquarters is now open at
the building at 200 South Fourth St., on the southwest corner
of downtown Murray Court Square. The hours will be 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.. Monday through Friday. For more information call
Mary Cowan at 293-3044 or Vernon Anderson at 759-1556.

Volunteer Training scheduled

Health Coverage
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the National Honor Roll,
National Beta Club. National
Science Honor Society, National Society of High School
Scholars. Future Educators of
Amenca. and Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, as well as
a four-year member of the Laker
Band.
She was invited to the Congressional Student Leadership
Conference, the Junior Statesman Summer School and the
Sound of America Honor Band.
Additionally. Collins was a People to People Student Ambassador to Great Bntam in 2004.
Collins is the daughter of
Lt. Col. Wendy S. Collins.
USAF NC tret.) and the granddaughter of It. Col, William
B. Collins. Jr.. USAFR (ref.)
and
Annabelle Collins of
Crests lea Hills, and the late
Helen Hamilton Collins.

Little Laker Cheer Clinic, hosted by the
Calloway County /Ugh School cheerleaders, will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon
at Jeffrey Gymnasium at CCHS.
This will be for kindergarten through
sixth grade. The cost will be $30 per person and each participant will receive a Tshirt.
Anyone who participates will have the
opportunity to cheer with the high school
lo's
cheerleaders during the first quarter of
Datebook the Calloway/Marshall football game on
By Jo Burkeen Friday, Sept. 14.
To register or for more information, call
Community
Coach Laura Holt at 293-1703.
Editor
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September Birthdays
Aileen Knott • Sept 4th
Charhe lovins • Sept 11th

Nelene White'Sept 12th
Vivian Sykes'Sept 23rd
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Angel Alert issued for furniture
An Angel Alert has been issued by the Calloway County
Family Resource Center for a couch, chair, and kitchen table
and chairs for a single parent family. Anyone having any items
to donate call the center at 762-7333.
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Volunteer trainings for Murray Elementary School. Murray
Middle School and Murray High School will be held at the
office of the Murray Board of Education. 208 South 13th St.,
Murray. on the following days and times: today Wednesday
at 3:30 and Thursdiy at 8 a.m. Jean Bennett, coordinator, said
"You need to attend one session regardless of where you plan
to volunteer." For information call Bennett at 753-4363.

Art Guild offering classes
Murray Art Guild is offering Youth Art Classes beginning
September. Classes include "Messy Enda)," for 3-6 year. old:
"After School Studio in Painting and IN-awing.' for ages 6-9
and "MAG Juniors for ages 10.13 For more information see
murrayartguild.org or contact the guild at 751-4059 or murra
yartguiltigt mumty-ky net

Beginning Pinochle Class planned
A Beginning Pinochle Class for those 60 and older will he
tittered at Murray -Calloway County Senior Citizens ('enter.
located at 607 Poplar St.. in the Weaks Community Center.
Classes will be held each Wednesday in September from 9 to
11 a.m in the education room Conducted by Francis Latham,
the class size will be limited. For more information or to sign
up. call the center at 753-0929.

South Marshall Class plans reunion
The 1967 graduating class of the fanner South Marshall
High School will have its 40-year reunion on Saturday. Sept.
IS, at POnsierMal in Draffenville. All members of this class are
invited. For more information call Phyllis Wood at 1-270-527.
'
1198 or Esther Ford at 1-270-527-3386.
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Bill and Virginia Case and Mike and Libby Felty of Beaver
Dam announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter. Sara Pearl Felty, to Robert Earl Vaught, son of
Sheila Vaught and the late George Vaught of Central City.
The ceremony will take place on Saturday. Sept. 22, 2007,
at 5 p.m. at the couple's home, 647 Mercy Dr.. Hazel.
A reception will follow.
All relatives and friends are invited.
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Mr. and Mrs. Christopher D. Jones

Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Norsworthy

Felty and Vaught
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Jenny Ray Sims of Sedalia and Christopher Dean Jones of
Benton were married Saturday. June 23, 2007, at Benton Church
of Christ, Benton. Mike Scott officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Louis Sims of Murray and
Rhonda Sims of Benton. She is the granddaughter of Robert
and Nell Sims of Farmington and Charles and Pat Seay of
Lynnville.
The groom is the son of Paul and Barbara Jones of Benton. He is the grandson of the late Ottley and Metta Jones
and Tar Copeland and the late Mable Copeland of Benton.
Leah Winfrey,of Mayfield was the matron of honor and
Sara Sims of Sedalia was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Carrie Howell of Johnson City, Tenn..
Marcie Clark of Lynnville and Ashley Fritsche of Puryear,
Tenn.
The flower girl was Kailee Shea Winfrey, daughter of Barry
and Leah Winfrey of Mayfield.
Steven Green of Murray was best man.
Groomsmen were James Reaf Snyder of Nashville, Tenn.,
Bryan Howell of Johnson City, Tenn., Rhett Burrell of Atlanta.
Ga., and Nathan Thurman of Benton.
Ushers were David Seay, Chad Fritsche, Brad Burrell and
Jon Whetsell.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
Presiding at the guest registry were Kayla Pigg, Megan Kincer and Valerie Alexander. Also assisting were Elizabeth Barnett, Cathy Seay, Kristy Musser, Jamie Pendergrass and May
Pendergrass.
The bride, a 2001 graduate of Graves County High School.
received her bachelor's degree In architeteirai engineering teihnology from Murray State University in 2005. She works for
Phillips Engineering. Union City. Tenn.. and is a Mary Kay
Independent Beauty Consultant.
The groom, a 1998 graduate of Marshall County High
Mr. and Mrs. Greg R. Wyatt of Cain Drive, Almo, are the School, received his associate of arts degree from Paducah
parents of a son, Nathan Zion Wyatt, born on Saturday. Aug. Community College in 2001 and attended Murray State Uni4. 2007, at 5:34 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
versity. He is employed by Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Cadillac.
The baby weighed 5 pounds 14 ounces and measured 19 GMC, Murray.
inches. The mother is the former Angie Miller. A brother is
Caleb Wyatt.
Grandparents are Richard and Wilma Edmonds of Murray,
The 2007 Murray High books are available on a first
Billy and Linda Miller of Bowling Green and Glenn and Carla
school yearbooks have arrived. come basis for $40 each.
Wyatt of Hardin.
Books for graduates will be
They may be picked up before
Hale
Maude
and
Great-grandparents are William B. Miller
in the vault of the office and
during
or
school
after
school,
of Murray and Jenny Ward of Benton.
can be picked up during reglunch.
No books will be handed ular school hours or after school
•
out during the school day. Extra by appointment.
Lorenzo H. Cash and Brooke D. Sullivan of Murray are the
parents of a daughter, Aaliyah Marie Cash, born on Sunday.
Aug. 5. 2007, at 5:57 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 9 pounds 2 ounces and measured 22

Candice Lauren Veach and Ryan Paul Norsworthy were married on Saturday. May 26, 2007, at an outdoor wedding here
in Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Cynthia Chrisman-Veach and
the late Charles Wayne Veach of Murray.
The groom is the son of Donna and Danny M. Dunn and
Rick and Rachelle Norsworthy, all of Murray.
Rev. Matthew Williams performed the ceremony. Instrumental music was played by Connie Ottway, -violinist, and Sean
Mestan, guitarist, before the ceremony; with singing during the
wedding by Tony Powell.
The bride was escorted by her brother, David Veach.
Nicole Futrell, was the maid of honor. Bridesmaids were
Christina Veach, sister of the bride, and Amy Norsworthy and
Alexandria Norsworthy, both sisters of the groom.
Flower girls were Mallory Jones and Autumn Darling, both
cousins of the bnde.
Rick Norsworthy, father of the groom, was best man. Groomsmen were Benjamin Newton. Jordon Carlisle and Jonathan
McClure.
Ty Shaunessey, nephew of the groom, was ring bearer.
Ushers were Bradley Jackson, and Jesse Norsworthy. cousin
of the groom.
An indoor reception followed at the Knights of Columbus
Hall.
The couple is currently residing in Murray.

[):7nnouncemenfs

Nathan Zion Wyatt

MHS yearbooks are available.

Terrell and Gordon
Charles and Edna Terrell of Cadiz announce the engagement
of their daughter. Angela Renee' Terrell, to David Mark Gordon, son of David and Sunja Gordon of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Durward
and Clarice Kennedy and the late Robert and Myrtle Terrell.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Cho, Kyi Nam and the
late Cho. Kwang Ha of Pusan. South Korea. and Leona A.
Gordon and the late Howard C. Gordon Jr. of Hamburg, N.Y.
Miss Terrell. a 1997 graduate of Trigg County High School,
Cadiz, received her bachelor of science in chemistry in 2002
at the University of Kentucky, and her master of science in
occupational safety and health at Murray State University in
2005. She is employed by Accident Fund Insurance Company.
Mr. Gordon. a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High
School. received his bachelor of science in chemistry in 2003
in
and his master of science in occupational safety and health
Lambda
of
member
a
is
He
2004 at Murray State University.
ComChi Alpha and is employed by Liberty Mutual Insurance
pany.
p.m.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 22. 2007. at 2:30
at Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church. Cadiz.
All relatives and fnends are invited.

Aaliyah Marie Cash

inches.
Grandparents are Donna and David Anderson of Paducah
and Triana Cash of Glendale, Ariz.

Farr-Johnson engagement announced
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. David Blackburn ot Murray and Dr and
t
engagemen
the
announce
Ha.,
le.
Jacksonvil
Cries Fan' of
Johnson.
of their daughter. Carrie Anne Farr, to Eric Vaughn
Johnson of
son of Judith McFadden of Anna. Ill., and Richard
Columbia. III.
UniversiMiss Farr is a 1998 graduate of Southern Illinois
l psyeducationa
in
degree
master's
a
with
e
ty at Carbondal
Services, St.
chology. She is employed b) Magellan Health
counselor.
Louis. Mo.. where she works as a mental health
UniIllinois
Southern
of
graduate
1998
a
Mr. Johnson is
psychology.
versity at Carbondale with a bachelor's degree in
e working toward
He is currently attending Sit at Carbondal
by Chestnut
employed
is
He
degree.
work
a master of social
he works as a
Health Systems in Granite City, Ill., where
housing coordinator.
2007. at 3 p.m. at
The wedding will be Saturday. Oct. 20,
Park. St. Louis, Mo.
Forest
in
located
House.
Cahanne
the
St. Louis.
After the honeymoon. the couple will reside in

Dale Willis

Purchase Area Chapter
will meet Thursday
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PADUCAH, Ky. — The Pur- Retirement System are encourchase Area Chapter of Kentucky aged to attend.
For more information call
Public Retirees will meet Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn. 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270--4420389.
1001 Joe Clifton Dr.
Attending the meeting will
be Joe Conway. State KPR
president, and Rebecca Heckler, state public relations chair.
This will be a combined
luncheon and business meeting.
All retirees of the Kentucky
Retirement System from Ballard. Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Hckman, Graves. Marshall
and McCracken counties and
the Kentucky State Polive
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±I New Concord Church of Christ
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cordially invites you to be our guests on

Sunday, September 9 for Homecoming 2007!!
FEATURING: BROTHER

Jim

BILL MCINTEER

Schedule of Services
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(

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

Isn't it time you had a
TAILORED home policy?

/IA/A/OVA/CI
YOUR SPEC/4Z
EVIAITS WITH
OUR MLA
CAU

753-1916
LOGERs,TIMES

Bible Study
Morning Worship
Fellowship Meal
Afternoon Worship

9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11.15 a.m.
12:45 p.m.

/t will be a day filled with heartfelt worship,
wonderful fellowship, and great food
all done in the name ofour LORD!
121 Artesian Drive • P.O. Box 319 • New Concord, KY 42076
Phone 270-436-5635 • E-mail: nechewk.net
Please be our honored guest for this special day!!! r-F
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Study: Caffeine content in sodas
varies widely, labels needed
MoNTGOMERY. Ma.(AP) — Looking for a
quick pick-me-up to get thr0111110 a long afternoon?
Forget that cola. A fizzy citrus drink could provide
even more of a boost.
A new studs shows that citrus-flavored sodas
often base A higher caffeine content than the most
popular colas The research also found that caffeine content can vary widely from brand to brand,
and esen within a brand
The researchers -- along with CORIUMC1 advocates — say labels on packaging should give the
caffeine content to help buyers make informed
choices. While 190511.4n% and bottles of soda don't
give caffeine amounts, sonic national brand beverage companies arc already heading in that direction.
"I don't really take a stand on whether caffeine
is good or bad, hut I do think the consumer has a
nght to know what they're getting," said Leonard
Bell. one of two food researchers who conducted
the study at Auburn University.
The Food and Drug Administration does not
limit the amount of caffeine in foods. FDA spokeswoman Veronica Castro said a 002 percent caffeine content is generally recognized as safe for
cola•type beverages.
For a 12-ounce soft drink, that's about 72 Miiligrams of caffeine
The study by Bell and co-author Ken-Hong
Chou found caffeine content in 12-ounce sodas
ranged from 4.9 milligrams for a store brand of
cola to 74 milligrams in Vault Zero, a citrus drink.
David Ss:hardt, senior nutritionist at the Center
for Science in the Public Interest, said the
Washington-based mprofit first asked the FDA
10 years Ago to require that food and drink labels

Experts question study
of bipolar children

show the caffeine content.
"People should be able to monitor their intake
and to make informed choices because it can
affect their sleep and can make some people jit- By LINDSEY TANNER
AP Medical Writer
tery." Schardt said.
('lilt'AGO (AP) — A new
Rather than deternng shoppers. labeling might
analysis suggests there's been a
have the opposite effect on those seeking more huge increase in the number of
caffeine, be said.
U.S. children diagnosed with
The FDA has received a number of petitions to bipolar disorder, but experts
include caffeine content labeling on products, question whether the surge is
including the 1997 request from ,the consumer real And say some kids have
group, according to Mike Herndon: another FDA been mislabeled.
spokesman.
Researchers looked at the
The Coca-COla Co.. based in Atlanta. and number of times children under
Purchase. N.Y.-based PepsiCo Inc. said they are 19 went to the doctor and were
phasing in new labels that include caffeine con- diagnosed with or treated for
tent. Most national brands also provide lists of the bipolar disorder, also known as
amount of caffeine in their products on their Web manic depression. They found a
40-fold increase, from an estisites.
"It's really in our best interest and that of our mated 20.000 visits in 1994 to
consumers to provide that info." said Diana Garza. 800,000 in 2003. The jump coincided with children's nsing use
a Coca-Cola spokeswoman.
While caffeine occurs naturally in some prod- of antipsychotic medicine.
The numbers echo other estiucts. like coffee and tea, it's an additive in soft
mates suggesting as many as I
drinks. It is commonly sought out for its stimulamillion U.S. children are bipotory effect, and beverage companies say the slightlar, but it remains a controversial
ly bitter substance is also an element in their fladiagnosis in children. That's
vor formulas.
partly because their symptoms
—The addition of caffeine in a beverage is large- often differ from adults', and
ly as a flavoring." Garza said.
because most powerful antipsyBell and Chou say the buzz caused by caffeine chotic drugs used to treat bipolar
is its main draw. They said previous research disorder were approved for
showed that only 8 percent of adults were able to adults and have not been well,
differentiate between the taste of caffeinated and studied in children.
caffeine-free colas.
Some doctors believe bipolar
disorder doesn't occur in chil:1
dren, and until last month there
was only one drug approved to
treat the illness in kids.
The study's lead author. Dr.
Mark Olfson of Columbia
University and the New York
State Psychiatric Institute, said
the results likely reflect overdiagnosis now or under-diagnosis in the past, rather than a true
Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoking
increase. Olfson has received
speaking fees from Janssen LP,
Free Classes begin Tuesday, September 11, 2007
which makes one of the pediatric
bipolar drugs, and has conStuart). Poston Health and Wellness Center
salted for other makers of pay5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
chiatric drags.
Dr. Sharon Hirsch. a
University of Chicago psychiaThe Cooper Clayton Method, one of the most effective ways to stop
trist, said that while she is treatsmoking, is now available to individuals Whether you've tried before
ing increasing numbers of bipoor just know you should stop this program is for you Classes meet
Pon
lar children, she doubts there's a
each Tuesday for 13 weeks
Space is limited, so register now!
"vast epidemic."
More public awareness about
mental illness, spurred partly by
Phone Purchase District Health Department to register
heavy marketing of psychiatric
drugs, could have contributed to
at 1-888-245-3902 (toll-free)
the surge. And early in the study.
Stuart 3.
Calloway
Murray
Poston
County
Calloway
C
Health &
Health
County
Wellness
Tema
Qualm
$4.411
Center 61•616""""'" Hospital
Center
A study shows Me nuMbef Of U S

Wouldn't It Feel Good To Breathe Easy?
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Charlie Crow, 13, of Verona, N.J., who was diagnosed with
bipolar disorder in 2001, smiles during a fishing trip at a park
in Verona Thursday. A new analysis in September issue of
Archives of General Psychiatry suggests there's been a huge
increase in the number of U.S. children diagnosed with bipolar disorder, but experts question whether the surge is real
and say some kids have been mislabeled.
a leading manual of psychiatric
illnesses expanded criteria for
diagnosing bipolar disorder,
Olfson noted.
Symptoms include extreme
mood swings and disruptive
behavior. In children, extreme
irritability is sometimes the
main symptom.
It affects more than 5 million
adults. The causes are uncertain
but the disorder tends to run in
families.
Dr. David
Fassler. a
University of Vermont psychiatry professor, said research suggcsts that close to half of children thought to be bipolar may
be misdiagnosed. He said parents should get a second opinion
if they have concerns about a
diagnosis or proposed treatment.
"Bipolar disorder is not
always easy to recognize in children and. adolescents. There's
considerable overlap with other
conditions, including ADHD,
conduct disorder, anxiety disorders and depression," said
Fassler, who was not involved in
Olfson's study.
Dr. Thomas Insel, director of
the National. Institute of Mental
Health, which partially funded
the research, said the study
"waves a flag saying we've got

Youth diagnosed as bipolar soars
Ct5ldrer1 diagnosed with
bipolar Meade. ha* fr.01111hAn quadruped a less than a decade
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to do much, much better in finding ways to validate psychiatric
diagnoses in children. This is an
area that really needs hard science."
The study appears in the
September issue of Archives of
General Psychiatry.
It follows a report showing a
big increase in U.S. children
hospitalized with bipolar disorder. from 1.3 per 10,000 in 1996
to 7.3 per 10,000 in 2004, published in June in the journal
Biological Psychiatry.
Olfson and colleagues analyzed annual surveys of outpatient visits from the National
Center for Health Statistics.
Adult visits for bipolar disorder
also increased during the study
but not as markedly.
Charlie Crow, 13, of Verona.
N.J., who was diagnosed with
bipolar disorder in 2001. said
the results don't surprise him
because he knows lots of other
kids who are bipolar. When he
was first diagnosed at age 7.
though, he felt alone and isolated.
He said it helps to know there
are other kids like him.
"They know how I feel and I
know how they feel," he said.
mother,
Susan
His
Montanile, said Charlie was a
precocious, disobedient and
moody 3-year-old. He later had
vivid, violent nightmares and
violent outbursts in school.
"He would cycle even within
10 minutes, from hystencal giddiness and laughter watching
TV" to screaming when she
called him for dinner.
It was "like walking on
eggshells," she said. "You never
really knew within a given hour
what was going to happen."
Psychiatric medicine has
helped, but has also caused
weight gain, drowsiness and
other side effects.
Montanile worries that the
new study might embolden
skeptics who blame "bad parenting" and think afflicted children
are simply misdiagnosed brats.
A generation ago, bipolar
kids were likely mislabeled as
simply truants or troublemakers,
said Christine Walker. of
Winnetka. Ill., whose 7-year-old
son. Schuyler. was diagnosed a
few years ago.
"This has always existed."
Walker said. "It just didn't have
a name, it didn't have a face."

Additional cooling
funds available
Special to the Ledger
The Kentucks Cabinet tot
Families and Children has allo
cated additional funds for thc
Summer Cooling Program.
according to Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
Those interested may contact
West Kentucky Allied Services
at 753-0908 to determine
whether you meet income qualifications
In addition to traditional
service, qualified individual',
may apply for a limited number
of air conditioners
To be considered you must
be: elderly. a family with chilsix year. of age or a
family with a wnnen doctor's
statement of need
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Candidates discuss health care
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The days of passively waiting to
see patients suffering from high
blood pressure, high cholesterol
and other ailments are over for
some frontline health-care
providers.
In far western Kentucky,
local health department nurses
and health educators go to
schools, senior centers and community events to preach the
virtues of healthy lifestyles.
"We are not just in these four
walls anymore," said Linda
Cavitt, who recently became
director of nursing for the
Health
District
Purchase
covering
Department
Kentucky's seven westernmost
counties.
"Preventive (care) means getting out into the community."
Still, health departments in
her area attract lots of patients
found to be suffering from preventable ailments often brought
on by poor nutrition. lack of
exercise, smoking or other
unhealthy habits.
Kentucky's two candidates
for governor in the Nov. 6 election offered their prescriptions
to improve overall health or
extend health insurance coverage in response to an AP questionnaire.
When it comes to good
health, Kentucky too often lags
behind most of the nation.
Kentucky has some of the
nation's highest rates of cancer,
heart disease and diabetes. It
ranks at or near the top nationally in smoking rates and obesity,
and near the top in physical
inactivity.

Republican Gov. Ernie
Fletcher, a doctor, acknowledged there are "enormous
health challenges," and said high
rates of overweight Kentuckians
result in more than SI billion in
medical costs each year.
"Heart disease, diabetes
cancer
and
rates are too
in
high
Kentucky."
Fletcher said.
"We need to
prevent people
from getting
sick in the first
by
place
Fletcher

FREE HEARING
TEST SET

healthier cents per pack. Until then,
encouraging
Kentucky had a 3-cent-per-pack
lifestyles."
Democratic challenger Steve rate _ reflecting the political
Beshear said Kentuckians are muscle of tobacco advocates in a
struggling to afford health insur- state that leads the nation in producing burley tobacco, an ingreance.
dient in cigarettes.
'But while
Both Fletcher and Beshear
families and
say they have no plans to raise
businesses are
Kentucky's cigarette tax.
paying more
Dr. Edward Halperin, dean of
and more for
the University of Louisville's
health
their
medical school, said he would
coverage, all
like to see Kentucky's cigarette
too often, they
tax increased more so it reaches
are getting less
parity with rates elsewhere in
and less,' he
the country.
said.
&mohair
According to a recent survey
many
For
is of state cigarette tax rates by the
coverage
health
Kentuckians,
out of reach financially, he said. Campaign for Tobacco-Free
More than a half-million Kids. Kentucky still has one of
Kentuckians have no health the lowest levies in the country.
An even higher state tax
insurance, including about
would discourage more people
8I,(XX) children.
Beshear proposes expanding from smoking, Halperin said.
"People will act like rationale
health care coverage to all
Kentuckians, first by covering economic actors if they have to
uninsured children through decide whether or not to buy
Medicaid or the Kentucky food or buy tobacco because the
Children's Health Insurance price of tobacco actually reflects
Program. His plan includes its societal cost," he said.
Making sure children have
helping small businesses afford
insurance and letting young health insurance coverage
adults stay on their families' should be another priority for
state policymakers, Halperin
health plans up to age 25.
To control costs, Beshear said. The consequences are long
proposes emphasizing preven- term, in health rates and costs,
tive care, assisting older he said.
"We know that if kids get
Kentuckians with prescription
costs, accelerating the switch to proper nutrition and vaccination.
electronic medical records and they lead healthier adult lives,
cracking down on Medicaid and they cost the health-care
system less," he said.
fraud.
Cavitt said she sees a lot of
Fletcher recently rolled out a
health plan that called for assist- obese children, and worries that
ing more small businesses in unless they slim down, they'll be
paying health insurance premi- more likely to suffer from diaums under an existing state pro- betes, respiratory problems or
gram, expanding KCHIP to pro- other ailments.
In her region's health departvide more coverage and offering
tax credits for businesses offer- ments, people are routinely
ing employee wellness pro- found to have medical problems
that could have been prevented
grams.
The governor has touted his through healthier choices.
Getting people to switch to
"Get Healthy Kentucky" initiative aimed at urging people to healthy habits remains a chalmake healthy choices, and took lenge, but one that's doable.
credit in helping pass legislation Halperin said.
"If we can figure out within
establishing a center for cardiac
one generation how to go from
care best practices.
Fletcher also acknowledged transistor radios to iPods, then I
the "serious health conse- think we can figure out how to
do things which would make us
quences" from smoking.
Earlier in his term. Fletcher live longer and healthier," he
led the effort to increase said.
Kentucky's cigarette tax to 30

Free electronic hearing test will be given by
Factory Trained Hearing Instrument Specialist on
Thurs., Sept. 6, Fri., Sept. 7 & Sat., Sept. 8
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

At Our New
IN HOME TESTING
Office Facility at:
AVAILABLE &
707 S. 12th St.
AT NO CHARGE
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One;Beltone's latest and most advanced digital product, is
designed to help you hear better in almost any environment.
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Louisville
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-Rapid Wide Dynamic Range

]ohnny Burrell
Louisville
$700

Alonzo Barter

Helps ensure sounds and voices are comfortable and natural.

-Advanced Speech Pattern Detection

Designed to minimixe disturbance from background sounds.

S700

-Active Feedback Cancellation

Gives you a more powerful and comfortable hearing experience
and makes it easy to use the telephone.

-Silencer System
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Ronald McKinney
Lexington
S1,800

Thelma Hayes
StoneliAountain4A
14700 -

Reduces low-level noises like those from
computers, fans and refrigerators.
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Mike Cline
Louisville
$800
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Mattel announces third major toy recall
By ANNE D'INNOCENZIO
AP Business Wnter
NEW YoltK I AP)
Mattel
Inc on Tuesday announced Its
third ITLAS11 retail of (hinesemade toys in little more than a
month. including 675.000
Barbie ck41 Act CvstifICS, helall•C
of ClIteSSIVe amounts of lead tainted paint
The recall is the latest blow
to the world's largest toy maker
as the critical holiday shopping
season approaches The action.
whose details were negotiated
by the Consumer Product Safety
Commission, in.olses a total of
more than AMMON units, Mattel
said in statement
The recall covers 90.000
units of Matters GeoTras locomotive line and 8,900 Big Big
1 Bongo Band toys,
World h
both from the lompeny•s FisherPrice brand Hie Big Big World
products were sold nationwide
from July through August of this
year, while the CreoTras toys
were sold from September 2006
through August 01 this year
"The recalled liable acces
suites were sold hem cell
October 2(106 and August or this
year. No Barbie dolls were
included in the at lion
Mattel's
last
recall,
announced im Aug 14, orscred
about 19 million toys worldwide they included (hinese
made toys that either had eLleS
.11%C afT1411/11(.. of lead paint or
had small magnets that could
easily be swallowed hy children
On Aug I. Mattel's fisher
Price do islOn said it was Mailing I s ntullion prescholil toys
featuring characters such as
Dora the Lsplorer. Big Bird and
Elmo because of lead paint That
action included 967000 toys
sold in the
States
between !slay arkl August
lead can cause brain damage
when ingested hy young children t:rxIcr current regulation..
children's ptoduc is found to
have more than 06 percent lead
accessible to users are stlhiCt I to
a recall
Robert Lclicn. chairman and
chief esecutise of H Segundo.
Calif -based Mattel. warned at A
press luntrrcnte last month that
there may he Moire rstiail• of
as the
United
,,tripan%
steps up its ins estigations onto
its Chinese tactone• and retests
produc t.
In a statement issued late
Tuesday, Ts ken. said -As A
result of our ongoing noestigation. we list...fled additional
affected
products
Consequentl seser al subcontractors Are no longer manula.tunng Mattel toys We apolowe
again to escryone affected and
promise that we will continue to
focus on ensuring the safety and
quality ot our toys
Still, iiirsday s announce.
menu could tunhet tarnish the

reputation of Mattel, which has Factory. Apes supplied Boyi
cultivated an image of tightly with certified paint: however,
controlling production in China. the toys were made with uncerThe ('PS(' Is also considering a tified paint. Boyi is no longer in
possible
ins estigatton
of business, Mattel said.
whether Mattel notified authoriThe GeoTrax toys were Mali
ties as quickly as it should have ufactured between July 31,
in connection with the Aug. 14 2006, and September 4. 2006;
recall
however, the painted parts were
With more than 80 percent of stored and incorporated into toy
toys sold worldwide made in production throughout the year.
China, toy sellers are also nerv- Mattel said it is recalling toys
ous that shoppers will shy away shipped between August 3,
(rum their products in this year's 2006, and July 31 of this year.
holiday season
Fisher-Price's Big Big World
In June, toy maker RC2 toy was manufactured by Shun
Corp voluntarily recalled 1.5 On Factory-, one of Mattel's conmillion wooden railroad toys tract vendors, which outsourced
and set parts from its Thomas & the molding and painting of one
Fnends Wooden Railway prod- plastic piece. A subcontractor,
uct line The conipany said the lingying
Tampo
Printing
surface paint on certain toys and Processing Factory, used uncerparts made in China between tified paint on the recalled piece.
J4111141-) 2005 and April 21116
For
information
about
contains lead. affecting 26 com- Tuesday's recalls, consumers
ponents and 2 retailers.
should call Mattel at 888-496lit July, Hasbro Inc. recalkd 8330 or visit the company's
faulty Chinese-made Easy Bake Web site at http://wwsv servovens. marking the second time ice.mattel.COM.
the iconic toy had been recalled
this year
Mattel sowed as recently as
last (month it would tighten its
controls at factories in China
About 65 percent of the conipany's toys Are made in China, and
about 50 percent of Mattel's
production there is produced in
company owned plants
the recalled toys in the
Barbie accessory line included a
Barbie Dream Puppy House.
which had lead paint on the dog.
Harhie Dream kitty Condo
play set, which had lead paint on
the cat, and a Barbie table and
chairs kitchen play set, which
had lead paint on the dog and
dinner plate.
Mattel said in a statement
that the Barbie products affected
by the recall were produced by
Holder Plastic Company. a
Mattel contract sendor. which
subcontracted the painting of
miniature toy pets and small furniture pieces to Hong 1.ian Fa
and Yip Sing Both companies
used uncertified paint and are no
longer producing toys for
Mattel. the company said
Mattel added that 1lA probe
revealed that the subcontractors
painted the affected toys
het cs(-en March 2007 and
August 2007 lioweser. Mattel
said its being cautious in recalling the entire production of the
seven toys painted by the subcontractors, and toys made
beginning an (k:tober 2006 are
included within the recall
Airicing the three Fisher-Price
toys recalled are two Gnaras
toys and A ti.oy tr‘ni the Big Big
Vlowld line
the two lictiltac toys were
made by Apes Manufacturing
(.onipany ltd . one of Mattel's
contract scrulors, which outs)'cm cd paint %lid to A sufkon•
tractor. Boyi Plastic Products

AP
A Chinese girt looks at the Barbie dolls on display for sale inside a.department store in Beijing,
China
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*NO V/0E0 MESSAGING TO ANYONE
ON ANY NETWORK
0 ONLY AT&T HAS THE LARGEST
MOBILE TO MOBILE CALLING
COMMUNITY - OVER 63 MILLION
0 ONLY AT&T LETS YOU KEEP
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FREE
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Legal
Notice

HMCO

METERING ASSISTANT

Notice of Pending Litigation
7b, Unknown operator of • motor
Hwy. 641 on September 12, 2005

vehicle

From William C (Chip) Adams III Eso
Order Attorney

in I

Warning

Constructive notice is hereby given to the operator
of•motor vehicle on US Hwy 641 on September 12,
2005, that you have been named as a party to litigation in Calloway Circuit Court Civil Action Number
07-C1-00266, wherein certain allegations have been
made of negligence on your part, causing injury to a
passenger in a Murray Calloway Transit Authority
vehicle. Unless a defense or appearance is made in
the Cale by said vehicle operator within 50 days of
August 22, 2007,a defaultjudgment may be entered
against said vehicle operator
PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that Goodwill
Industries of Kentucky, 1806 U.S. Hwy. 31-W
Bypass, Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101, has
filed an application with the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet to construct an 8,500 square foot
retail building with associated grading, parking and utility improvements. The property is
located at 1208 N. 12th Street, south of the
intersection of U.S. Hwy. 641 and Southwood
Drive between the Bayrnont Inn and Bee
Creek. Any comments or objections concerning this application shall be directed to:
Kentucky Division of Water, Water Resources
Branch, 14 Reilly Road, Frankfort Office
Park, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.

ICE cream of the week
You pick' Sandra D's
04E. 293-3816
THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
Although
persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.
060
Help Wanted
17-Ill PER HOUR
Pleasant voices needed immediately for
easy part-time phone
work No selling
Work
Mon -Thurs
4PS1-7PM Will train
Paid weekly
759-4958
A child needs you'
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

Auto Parts
Route Sales

•

National auto parts
co seeking exp.d
route sales
person for

Murray/Mayfield
area Deliver parts
and generate new

BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Certified Nursing
Assistants. We otter
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package. Apply in person at Brathaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street
Hwy 641S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton IS currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
arftthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton now has a fulltime temporary dietary
Position Must be able
to work days. afternoons and weekends
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street
Benton KY No phone
calls please EOE/AAE
CONSTRUCTION
work and job site Goa^
up Full or part time
Must be dependable
and neat with El strong
work ethic Call 2937872 for an interview

DISCLAIMER

sales in area Must
have good driving
record and be able

When accessing the
-help wanted'. sestion
on our classifieds

to work wo supervision Pre-employ
drug screen & hkgd
checks Email to
pholigkeystone-auto rum

wet'Pate
mumyiedger corn.
,,ou will he redirected
101 pohnetwurk corn
By default,
Murray and local sib
listings will appear on
this whale
However. at a saurus!
webuse, era all listings
on du ichnerwori corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& TIM'S Plea* sail
us if you have ans
questions regarding
the Murray areo

or fax
1 800 386.8298
EOE
BEAUTICIANS
and
nal lochs with a good
clientele send your
resume to PO Box
KY
Murray
970,
42071
OFFICE MANAGER
Local business accepting applicabons
through Sept 10 kw
Ail-ame °Vice manager positron Please
mall romans or delver
In person to Town
and Country
Mosoreports t915 St
RN IM East Murray,
KY 42071

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation is seeking
qualified applicants for the position of Metering Assistant.
Applicants should have at least a two-year degree from an accredited college or technical school in an electrical related field. West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation offers an excellent benefits package including competitive wages.
Interested individuals should send a resume and a minimum of three
professional or personal references by September 21, 2007 to:
David E. Smart,PE - President & CEO
West Kentucky RECC
P.O. Box 589
Mayfield, KY 42066
West Kentucky RECC is an Equal Eniploymeni Opportiatity corpora:son

MCTA is hiring for a
Part-time Transit Driver.
35+ hours
We are looking for a person that has- integnty, a good work ethic, sense of responsibility.
Qualifications are:
*Must be at least 21 years old
.Valid KY Driver's License
•High-School Diploma or GED
•No moving (traffic) violations in
the past 2 years
*No drug or alcohol charges within 7 years.
All qualified applicants must pass a preemployment testing before being considered
any further,
DOT Drug and Alcohol Test
DOT Physical
Criminal Record Check
Please submit application at Murray
Calloway Transit Authority located at 607
Poplar Suite B. 753-9725

E.E.O.

CLINICAL
APPLICATION ANALYST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Clinical Application Analyst for our
Information
Systems
Department.
Position is responsible for support of clinical applications and assists in the implementation phases of IS projects.

DO you love working
velth kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you' Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at:
Martial Arts Amenc_a
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(2701753-61"

FT Billing Clerk and
LPN for medical office.
Clerk must be expenencecl in insurance
coding and billing.
Send resume with references to: P.O. Box
1040-Y, Murray, KY
42071.
FT data extractor.
skills
Computer
required. Send resume
to Peco Products, Box
Murray,
KY
363,
42071.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 3824S
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org

Tell your grandparents and the world how great you
think they are by putting your picture in our
special Grandparents Day section on
Saturday, September 8, 2007!
Single Space - $12.00
warm taw nes diadem per picture)

MAXIMUM 20
WORDS
Double Space - $18.00
MAXIMUM 40
WORDS

GIenDi Inc. is Currently seeking applications for the position of a Safety
Director/Dispatcher at their office in
Murray, KY. This person must be able to
work well with others, and have experience working with a trucking company and
knowing the laws of the Department of
Transportation.

We offer a generous benefit package
including health & life insurance and a
retirement plan.

GlenDI Inc.
3015 E. 200 N.
Rochester, IN 46975

TRIGG*OUNTY

Keagan Duvall
Grandparent,
Carlie & LceAnn Staples
Ronnie & Jane Babb
Cathy & Larry (ickv..h
Willis & Wilma Sander).
Jack & Denise Duvall 4111?
--GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following
positions
RN/LPN 6A-2P fulltime, SRNA 2P-10P
full-time, LPN/RN 10P6A M-F full-time. SRNA
full-time
6A-2P
Anyone interested in
becoming pan of our
team may apply In person at Green Acres
Health Care. 402 W
Farthing St., Mayfield.
KY 42066

hiring
KFC
now
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders Must be
available for all shifts.
Apply in person 205 N.
12th St.
LAWRENCE Cleaning
Service is now hinng
for office cleaning in
Murray. Please call
270-443-6146.

FULL-TIME JOB OPENING
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST
.3-5 YRS EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED
•ULTRASOUND AND/OR CT
CAPABILITY REQUIRED
SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211

.411EAF414 it)

aptain D's is no.
' ring for Management
'e rsonne I. Excellent
Isenefits, competitive
wages, flexible
schedule, Please call

Interested applicants must apply by
resume only: interviews will be granted to
qualified applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed. Absolutely no on-the-spot
interviews will be conducted.

TIMES

LE
RDG
-R1 ER&

NECce

The Pease of

Help to Help kids'.'
Re a Fritter Parent
(270)898-1293
(RAC.30NECLO

DRIVER winesd
Fn Sat. Sun 5-PM
18 or older with no traffic violations Apply at
Pizza Pro 605-C South
12th Street No phone
calls please

02=i2
Hi-I richlour Pocket
Mith (real Pay!
Company Drivers:
am n up to IS rtpm

rli‘t •

honer Operators

121 €pm*
IS ltAle• Furl
5„,nil-Fr/Haw Mors

• s.. s r •
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1-800-848-0405
www.pd-ine.com
YARD Foreman needed. Previous experience a plus. Send
resume to P.O. Box
350, Murray, KY 42071
or apply in person at
Myers Lumber Co., 500
Street.
South
4th
Murray, KY 42071.

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
SWEPT Away
House
Detailed
Cleaning,
Post
Construction, Moving
IniOut. Weekly Detail
Felicia. 270-227-3031
Danielle.
270-227-7257

403 Sycamore - 7524438
Computer Sales/Service
Networking Senores
Laser Pinter 8 Laptop Riper

PURCHASING
MANAGER
rstna,

Leading Bowling Ball manufacturer in
Hopkinsville. KY has an immediate opening for a Purchasing Manager. BS Degree
in Business or related field of study is
required. Candidate should have experience in purchasing to include department
management, negotiating with vendors,
inventory management and cost analysis.

hair
NEEDING
Special
dressers.
Effects, Benton, KY,
Part time or full.
703-0542, 437-4755

Certification in Production and Inventory
Management
and/or
(APICS)
Certification as a Purchasing Manager
(NAPM) would be a plus. Competitive
salary and excellent benefits, including
401(k).

NOW taking applications for all posltions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-M. 217 S. 12th
St_ Murray, KY No
—N-

Please send resume to:
&tin: Materials Manager
Ebonite International, Inc.
P.O. Box 746
Hopkinsville, KY 42241

PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
Seasonal
returns
employment We will
train Free tax course
Call 753-9204 or
4,37-4531

resumes should be submitted no later
September 10, 2007

SUBWAY now hiring
Day shift 9-5 only.
AMOY in Person

NI)

DEADLINE IS
SEPT. S AT 12P11,1

Computer
Connection

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

t han

AO

1-800-285-1077
ext. 701

Applications available online at
www.trigghoepital.org

The Murray Ledger & Times is seeking a solid print journalist to cover
variety of topics from city government
to Murray State University. A journalism degree. strong reporting, writing,
and proofreading skills a must. Page
design and photography skills a plus.
Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY
42071. No phone calls.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

students WINC01111110
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shills
daily 7 days a week.
$9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now
1-888-974-JOBS or
maw 1888974jobs.com

HOSPITAL

Equal Opportunity Employer

Send payment, photo, names
of grandparents, name(s) of
childiren), and self-addressed
stamped envelope for return
of photo to

800-735-5796

Please send resume to

We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision, dental,
and retirement. Interested candidates
should send a resume or apply in person.

September 9, 2007

Southeast
Birmingham Al.
Top Pay 4 Benefits
CDL Training Available'
Decker Truck Line Inc

SAFETY DIRECTOR/DISPATCHER

Interested candidates must have an understanding of clinical/medical processes and
procedures and I to 2 years experience in
an IS environment. Technical or
Associates degree preferred. A working
knowledge of printers and PC's is
required.

G

HOME
WEEKENDS!

NURSE'S AIDE

I

4ry

Remember your
RANDPAR EN IS

Driver- Flatbed

Will train if you enjoy working with the
elderly. Pleasant atmosphere. Good
working conditions. Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr.. Murray, KY, EOE

job listings Thank you
DRIVERS: A Moody
Illestylst Top pay, pest
benefits! No experience, No problem!
Werner Enterprises
800-346-2818 exl 150.

DOMINO'S Pizza is
now looking for a full
time day dnver.
Approx. 10-6, 5 days a
week. We are also hiring night drivers 5-7
Must be fnendly &
have reliable transportation. Can make
up to $10-$15 per
hour. Apply within.

VISA

4!l. pence
M.111-.12 PM

HMI COMPUTERS
As Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3558
130
node ley
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U S coin
and paper money collections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 121h.
Murray
G000 used ref:
tors, electric rar
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

150
AM**
Farads
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person,
lots of lets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall,
cover, retail $7.300,
must sell $3,600.
(573)300-1031
2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
inside
Chapel level 2. Please
call (479)750-4811
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

Murray Memorial
Gardens
2 Crypts
inside chapel
$8,500

(270)247-0335
GET in shape! &riffles
Motivator
Strength
Training
Machine.
Good as new Fitness
guide included. $800.
Call 731-498-6454

Calloway County
',clonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2351
MOTORCYCLE & AN
helmets for children &
adults. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfieid.
NEW pool table, never
used. 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
ace. package, retails
$4,500. selling for
$1,500, must sell
(573)300-1031
PLAYSTAT1ON 1 11 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection. Great
Pnces, 753-0530
PRE MOVING Sale 4
and
bedspreads
matching drapes. All
like new. $100 each
set. Also several pictures and one chair
Call 753-3903

Need to place
an ad?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger
& Times
270-753-1916
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('aIIoa Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1306-G South 12th St.

Inc and Two Bodrixim Apartments
enual Heal And Air
Ai...coiling A1)01,410E1.
3
(Hike Hours N a.m. - 12 p.m.ic
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

SAVE' But show her
how much you love
nts Special mounted
I 53 carat diamond in
14K gold engagement
Beautiful ring
ring
taken very good care
for
Appraisal
of
is
replacement
$12.500 Will sell at
35.300 May have your
awn appraise' done
purchasing
before
753-7091
WELDERS. TVs, miscellaneous shop tools
• quipment
Murray-Calloway ATC
will be selling surplus
equipment September
13 Items may be
Wednesday
viewed
and Thursday bl noon
Bid sheets can be
pocked up and submit
kW on the day of sale
until noon 753-1870

FEMALE collage students need roommate
Place
Murray
in
Everything included.
Contact Gwen 270270-454826-0685
0665 or Murray Place

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newt'? Remodeled
1BR $29000
26R 134000
38R 1425 00
$100 deposit special
for ousltfaid applicants
Office hours 8 2
Mon Fri
Call today for appointment
7534221

WARDOn ihr ;quori.

(270) 753-1713
WWI &OMR
WHITE Corn
S ho•maker
Enterprises is now buy
ing while corn Highest
prices in area

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 120-50
753-7668

SIIIRIlil

MX:I:ESN

Ilesse

OWNER
FINANCE
98 3BR 28A 15.000
down $645 month
acre 72 Sundance
7531011

It3R in county Lease &
deeeell No pets. 2530728 1094-3306

an a miles north

Nuts renting
S 4th St
tricot/4d at

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
onus available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINIS TORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2 bedroom Wd wood
ond tile floors, central
heat,aw smoke 8 pet
tree very nice $575
month 226-8006

2001 Fleehrrood 1600
3BR 20A extra nice
270-489 2525

2. 3 & 4811 houses
deposit
8
Lease
requited 753-4109
213R IBA in Panorama
$295 per month plus
deposit 978-0742
newly
IBA
28R
'riptibbeltlel" no -pats
415 S 10th 1425
month 270- 293-4602
or 270-435-4602

el Prop Fir.

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime loca
non 753 2905
293-1480

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200 mo
753-4109

'BR all appliances fur
nishort
University
Hnghts SuIxtrytsron
Deposit
pats
No
11325nniviel 753-4037
or 753-1931

381-1 28A tinCii -iieele
Owe, nergnborhood,
large fenced-,. backCeti
C/ItA
yard.
Cornerstone Realty &
Rantai 761-RENT ass
tor Bonnie

IBA. various locations
1200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9998

MR brick. lard hookup
canton. peso No pets
8355 a month
7113-0831 er 2934070

31141 20A. den. above
ground pool on 2
acres $850mo onus
disCiosif 271)-MH18110

• Ciupte. 1302
vaimpywood 642Smo
759-9920 293-1446

36R forecioNuni-Vuy
for coN 119,990 For
listings 900.540-1951
init S021

29R cluPek-r-riad-ir
CHIA. issiencee tut
nettled Verses ioca
Sane Coleman RE
7S3-98118

46M 28A MI sp.-

3841 only 1262 par
month 5% down 20
APR For
years at
listings 900-5601951
mit S891

shoes central WA
C1 9888
Cairene- RE ,

38/4.-1 2f3A SW at
town wrge yard,
SOUTHW000 o. grope 000, opener.
o
dominions, AM asps- aoreances $7SOrrn
• deposit reterences
sneers irickieled
NO PETS 75.3-7920
717-9•44

30R 1 SBA brick home
Immaculate move-in
condition $119.900
1116 Fattens
270-293-41102 or
270-435-4802
.-W sale by owner
F'0
38R 28A house and 50
acres on Highway 121
South 978-0505. or

148
FSBO
Edintiorough Dr W
3011 28A. approx
bonus
2,200 sq ft
room 3 years old
(270)978-2852

WHEAT straw $3 per
270 841.1806
bale
mobile number

Et.
AN Real Estate elver
Seed WI th• newspaper
is suOttict to the
Federal Fair Housing
Acid 1968 as amendad which makes it Segal to advertise any
preference limitation
ix discnmination based
on race color mown
Mx Of national origin
Ca en intention to make
any such preference
limitation or deecriminabon This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
Ion real estate %wren .6
in violation or the law
Our modem ar• hereby
an
that
informed
divelbricsi advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
000orturlay bases
RESIOEIWIAL or commercial property for
sale 94W I hies from
town ZEIR brick on
7 5 acres
sOCirox
190000 000
753-2225 on 759-7509
after 5

NEON BEA
GAN St= Unite
Available
-Now Have
Climate Control

753-3553

MANAGEMENT

FORECLOSURE' 31311
only $19,990 For kst
wigs 800-560-1951 an
S020

Urger:di& bsolles

Ni red III
11441.4"

Wm,Leap,

45TES8ORO 2000
sq It, spat-levet 3-4
bed, 2 bath Garage,
den. OltiCe, fireplace
270-978-3067
Construction
3EIR 28A hardwood
flooring, large living
and kitchen area 2 car
garage Canarnic tie in
baths
kitchen and
Located oft Locust
Grove Road Buy now
and you can sat pick
Priced
your coiors
below $150.000 can
at
today
Bonnie
Realty
Cornerstone
arid Rental 270- 761
SELL (7355)
NEW

news

270-733-1911

!•

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up. deli,
en/ 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
NI typos or carpentry
addbons decks
Hauling clean up funk
Garage yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimaleS
35 yrs impareince
Anytime 753-9210

1,950
NEW house
so ft 3811 2EtA teal 40
land
of
acres
$195 000 Cal
731 442-71145

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
12701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

\l 1
Nlitchell Bros.
'59-11501
t"

I
I
‘I
M
%SI

'I R
A

I 14 't% IN

270-753-2279
SACKNOC

USED TIRES
r14 1- '•
Starting ,it (2n

(all 753-5606
lila,Wiles
2001 Jeep Cherokee
Alloy
4n4
Sport
automatic
wheels
AC,
transmission
power wwklows. power
locks. treed windows.
130.030 rites. 35.750
270-758-1569

04 Fortin= 28K
753- 7370

Call us we will be
pied to help

way home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
element of uncertainty on a pro***** Though there might be an
wonder All will work itself out
or
worry
found level, you need not
understanding. Listen to a family
because of your strong stance and
er makes you happy.
member or roommate Tonight. Whatev
22)
-Aug.
LEO (July 23
Consider alterna**** Listen to feedback that heads your way
ing different other than what
tives If your inner voice tells you someth
encourage a partner or
you are hearing, do pull back. Your ability to
the unexpected.
investor comes through. Tonight: Go for

S WASIL
'
HALL

04 *Aro 980-R
3096p IMMACULATE
LUXURY
270 227 3303

TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic 'yearn. grave.
while rock
436-2113
Dow work A Thu*
Noe
NADEAU'S
Construction
•floonng •Deces
Wino wring 'At
Homo Improvements
(2701873-2111
Lacisneeidineured

ConstruLti,..r

a money
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
about a friend
***** You might want to understand a lot more
unpredictability that might
than in the past. Others reveal a blatant
situation is your decision.
toss you in the air How you react to this
Tonight. Where your friends are.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Understand what needs
*** Take your time managing a situation.
-related situation.
to happen with an unpredictable health or work
will

759-1151.29.34783

JOE 5 JOBS
',than Iii lusehold
4 ./11.1 work
1
/
.

very different from what
What appears to be happening could be
evolve. Tonight: Work late if need be.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
different Tight.
***** You might want to see a situation in a
of his or her
ct
a
byprodu
is
tability
unpredic
friend's
a
Understand that
project, you will
high creativity If you choose to toss yourself into this
.
like the end results Tonight: Follow your feelings

111.1ItictidI
; 4 444

NIMMONS NM

Tonight: Unwind slowly
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
honestly, there is no
***** You want to reach out for others, and
idea in your book,
ular
spectac
a
have
might
ne
reason not to Someo
be quite a trick.
could
tion
applica
l
practica
though harnessing it into a
Tonight. Hang out
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
story, or some facts might
**** You might not be hearing the whole
with thought and accept
limits
past
break
to
be withheld from you. Try
imagination flows, possibilia mind-bender, and you'll gain As your
or some other treat on the
ties do as well Tonight Buy a plant, CD

0-227-2864

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutter,
funk 8 tree work

270-753-1916

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
other factors that flavor
*** ir Plug into security, investments and
and where you least
when
s
emerge
ty
Creativi
your personal.4e
idea or suggestion
great
friend's
a
on
anticipate it Farm through

FUTRELL'S Tri..
Service
removal
Tnmrning
Stump grinding firewood Insured

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Compete
remove! etc Insured

Murray Lodger & Timis

Positive, 3-Average; 2-So-Mi.

Wwmg
•_• op Ailphamert
" • StIMIN Windsors a Des.1
Metal Mem"
wt • Cat lath ors

your muting
Prenurr Washing &
ticaling
Hoe Estimates
cosed & Insured
293-6034 • 436-23

Call us Ivo will be
glad to help.

Have: 5-Dynamic; 4The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll

FREE

-9562

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

6, 2007:
demand and command
You
year.
this
You dnve a hard bargain
associates could be a
and
s
partner
respect from others. Nevertheless.
ns are somewhat offreactio
their
you.
ative
conserv
touch flakey. To
and networking
tions
associa
groups,
the-wall at times. Meetings.
go for the pot of gold at
to
hesitate
Don't
hs.
strengt
your
prove to be
you are likely to meet
the end of the rainbow. If you are single,
the new year on. If
from
someone through your mends anywhere
n you and your
betwee
warmth
new
a
find
you are attached, you'll
each other
enjoy
to
want
will
You
significant other from January on.
want.
you
what
access
you
helps
R
even more. CANCE

FOR all your roofing.
metal, vinyl, general
repair, porches, decks,
home
mobile
and
Danny
repair. call
Paschall 492-8500 or
293-8156

Res , Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
AU jobs- big or small

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

ay,Sept.
ki A PPN BIN 1.11DAY for Thursd

DEJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
or
Painting. siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Nom MAWS

3-4 bedroom bock,
2-bath on 2 lots
$185.000
(270)753-4109

DOG Obedience
436-2858
puppies
SHIH-TZU
&KC CKC dew claws
shots
removed
8
make
wormed
female $300- $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM

38R 1 SBA irrirriecUlate condition. extended lease required. no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
F online Di $850 per
month 270- 293-4602
or 270-435 4902

1BR IBA washer &
dryer included $375
Call CampbeN Reath,
7598760

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 875.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

WILDUFE
Food Plot
Consultants
*Deer and Turkey
Custom planting
•Soil testing
•t_irning and Fertilizing
•SPfallog
*Bedding area Design
and Construction
*Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
12701293-5519/clays
498-8950,evenings

O
HOrOSCOP
_

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl fences
etc (270)527-7176

LAM
LAWN SERVIt
lelowins. Mani,tiring,
lands( aping A.
V•tuuming
gu•rarileed
753-1816 2270611

4362051

28R stove refrigerator mini blinds, carport.
clean, $450 month
407
$300 deposit
South 1001 759-1987

--141410
,
11-1L
111

'04 34 ton Chevrole
4,4 Excellent condi
alu
non, bedliner
mourn wheels 6 0 liter
wicrwp Phone
day
270-978-0565
270-436-5695 night

1607 Kirkwood
Elegantly remodetea.
redecorated, Nos lot,
trees, excellent location completely updated, many modern
features. 28R, 2-8A.
masts, rani whirlpoolwalk-in shower, LA &
surwoorn wfbay windows, great MOT- nice
FP, gas-logs, French
doors to deck, updated kitchen and dining area, nice airirrnd
cabinets & appliances
new roof & covered
gutters. Cht/A Must
SOO to appreciate
(270)753-8029

fe

8350 • deposit no
pets 753-8582 or
227 1935

*279)934371'

•"*OWNER
FiNANCING-•
405 S 5th St 38R
IBA. $2,000 down
$395 month 753-2222

J&LRENTA
MINI-STORAGE

lime

1994 IWO 38R 28A
Good condition, some
appliances Must be
moved $13.500
270-705-1101

GOVERNMENT
1ST
FUNDS FOR
TIME HOME BUYERS, Zero down' Your
land or tarn*? - tend
Ends
731-614-411211
August IS

OSTEN evuaszeie
D-6 H 12?' blade
deanng fence rows
underbrushing ponds
waterways
19 yrs *venoms
Grog _Renfro*

2000 Alero 1 27.xxx
miles new loyo
cold air, very depend$3.495 OBO
able
759-5410

ilites he NM

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Call (270)293-4183
9am •4pm M-F

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources tellable, but
inaccuradee do occur
Readers using Pas information do so at their
Own nsk Although parsons and companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable
The Murray Ledger
Times nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoev
er tor thee activities

Call Sam @ 270-254-6121

SEI.I.S1011%1J
"A Mir Plane le base
Hwy 121N, across bus
MAMA Gard
711-759-5555
'
\I V1 1 1111

EL.

8136,900.00

4 7 acres, ready to
build on Wee,
Calloway Co
Accessible from hvoy
121 & riwy 94
247-0553970-1272

2711-750--4X7-4

RED OAKS APTS.
SP•691
$I 00 Deposit
IBA $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668

SEASONED oak fire
wood $30 a rick $50
270-227
delivered
8302

1,730 sq. ft. living space plus garage
3 BR, 2 bath, master suite, vaulted
ceilings, dining room w/wood floors,
dishwasher & range included, deck,
concrete drive.
Well built by a twry
experienced builder.
Buy Now & Save Broker Fees

-111.A111.1..

NEAR university. 1
28R apts 753-1252
753-0606
NOW LEASING
1. 2 II 3bedroorn Ants
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD •1-800-648-6056

Fennel

LAKEFRONT
SPECIAL
315 AC- $148,900
vs/ 2 Boat Wipe!
wpooeci. park-like setting has 2 prime WF
hornesnes Great location on Kentucky Lake
Don't miss thee one,
call now 1-800-7043154. x 14418

654 Uttarback Rd 4E3R
2BA 2 car garage
largo rooms No pets
759-1436

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applies
tions for I & 2br units
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
8
Mon
492-8721
Thur.
I 0- I 2arn TOD No
1.800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity

LARGE
SELECTION
USCO APIPUANCIES

North of Town On Wells Purclom

Paint & paint supplies: 20-50% off,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1/sq.ft.,
Tile: 50c/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

Arida
Finals

NEW HOME NEARING
COMPLETION

MOVING SALE

154Is Diuguid l)nve • Murray. KY 42071

-

Murray Ledger & Times

LASSIFIEDS

227-5644

Lsirn IA I I RPRIsLs
loving Esperts
I Ik al I on Itistancir.
nesse+ & inward
I ree estimates
clii wia wed +operated
---4110-1 ANSA:tat

NEED HELP?

Handyman Services
AU remodeling
No lob too small.
Free estimates

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
PURCHASE Area
Hypnosis
Learn Relaxation
Relieve PTSD and
Anxiety
(270)436-5927

WE SERVICE
All Mal
and Most M0101 Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murat
(270) 753 1713

David's
Home
Improvement
aregeO ,oys
Braces S Fioor Juan
Rewoosing Ptirntwis

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-0.c. 21)
, the
***** A partner might be the deciding factor. At the moment

to pull back and do as
smart move though perhaps a difficult one, is
and what will
little as possible You cannot expect someone to underst
way unless you allow
occur if he or she does something his or her
this person the expenence. Tonight: Fun and games
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19)
The
**** Approach a situation far differently from someone else.
with unpredictable
unexpected occurs when you least expect it. Work
Tonight: Say
elements, and a lot will happen. You will not be bored
yes
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

**** Emphasize completion and getting the iob done You will be

list. Stay
much happier once you clear out errands and your must-do

light arid easy about a money matter You pull the wild card. Grab
your lucky rabbit's foot Tonight. Easy does it
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
imagina***** You could go off on a tangent way too easily. Your
realistic
tion could take you down some difficult twists and turns. Be
budding
about possibilities that surround a child, creative project or
romance Tonight Try calm on for size.
BORN TODAY
(193 Musician Roger Waters (1943), comedian Jo Anne Worley
actress Rosie Perez 1 1 964)
•••
vww.lacguelinebsJacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at http:/h
gar.com.

Grecri'Naas

ANT

-\
\

If you are a NEWCOMER to

Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113

COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. Its their way of
saying. "We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1.946 almost 60 years!

Dowd Gates:int Owner
Wu Do Insurance Wort
netSlairCareaccariMe

731-2474422
stNIMI)V.
II %\l/N
1% IRIs
-.II- •/./..S•"II

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear. Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Clapper

Callon Construction, LLC

Beverly Jones - Audiologist

General Contructing

Patricia !Clapper RN- Hearing Aid Specialist

Commercial ResidentLai
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

)
/(%
)Physician's Hearing Center
")

Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

Murray Ledger & times

lookingBack
ers won 13-6 over Southeast Mis10 years age
Pubhshed is a picture of Dr. soun in the opening football game
Kern Alexander, president of Mur- of the season at Murray.
40 years ago
ray State University, signing a
Seaman Recruit Robert M.
proclamation declaring this year
as MSU's Diamond Anniversary Herndon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Celebration. Also pictured are Clarence Herndon of Murray, was
Annazette Fields, chairman, Judge graduated from nine weeks of
Executive J.D. Williams and Regent Navy basic training at the Naval
Training Center, Great Lakes, 111.
Chairman Sid Easley.
Solon Pat Darnell, son of Mr
Winners of the Sixth Points
Fishing tournament held by the and Mrs. Solon Darnell of MurMurray Bass Club out of Ken- ray, has been awarded the Career
lake State Resort Park were Jerry Development Award by the UnitMcConnell, first, John Morgan, sec- ed States General Accounting
ond, Ken Bucy, third, and Robert office, Washington, D.C. He is
supervisory auditor, field operations
Grizzard, big bass.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Golden division in the regional office,
Howard are today, celebrating their Detroit, Mich.
50 years ago
50th wedding iumiversary.
Calloway County Farm Bureau
20 years ago
The enrollment of the Calloway has chartered a bus for members
County School district for the 1987- to attend the Kentucky State Fair,
88 school year shows and increase Louisville, Sept. 10.
Recent births reported at Murin students. This is 968 at Calloway High. 627 at Calloway Mid- ray Hospital include a by to Mr.
dle, 460 at East Elementary, 514 and Mrs. Sylvester Paschall. a girl
at North Elementary, 430 at South- to Mr. and Mrs. James Cope, a
west Elementary and five are home- boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hal
Starks, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
bound.
Murray City Council opened Oscar Shackelford, a boy to Mr.
bids from local contractors at a and Mrs. Gene Mathis, a girl to
Mr and Mrs. Harold Hill, a boy
public meeting for the building
of proposed police facility on the to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Latham and
corner of South Fifth and Poplar a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Booker.
Streets.
Kathryn Riley Williams and
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wayne Max G. Carman were married
Aug. 22.
Beane, Aug. 19.
60 years ago
30 years ago
Max B. Hurt spoke about "MakPublished are pictures taken at
at
the Kenlake Arts & Crafts Festi- ing Our Dreams Come True"
val held a Kenlake Lake Resort the opening ceremonies at MurPark over the Labor Day week- ray High School. Registered were
end. The photos were by Staff 301 students for seven to 12 grades
and 399 for grades one through
'Photographer Jernnie B. Gordon.
Also published is a picture of five.
Calloway County Fair will be
Terry Yarbrough and Mike Wilson with at suing of II black bass held Sept. 17, 18 and 19 in the
Loose
taken while fishing out of Ken- new building for Planters
Main
East
on
floor
Tobacco
Leaf
Lake.
tucky
Murray State University Rac- Street.
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Todaylnliistory

marhat
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept 5,
the 248th day of 2007. There are
117 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Sept. 5,
1957, the novel "On the Road,"
by Jack Kerouac, was first published by Viking Press.
On this date:
In 1774, the First Continental
Congress assembled in Philadelphia.
In 1793, the Reign of Terror
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COMICS/FEATURES
Little old lady looks for love
that's not too close to home

ContractBridge

claimed its neutrality in World
War II.

killed in the siege.
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The
table
Say
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-

NOr SURE I LAI
SmOODY WAY
YOU'VE MEN
7171I4VAING

CONFUSED:
DEAR
Change your mind again and
keep your promise to your
daughter. If you break it, she
will remember that you didn't
come through for years to come.
If you and your wife are
not in marriage counseling,
you should start now. For whatever reason, your wife is angry.
She is not happy with her life
and may resent the role she
is playing as a stay-at-home
mom. That's why she is accusing you of 'leaving all the
work' to her, and trying to
prevent you from receiving any
"glory" you might attain by
being there for your kids. It
is sick thinking, and if you
let it go it will negatively
affect your relationship with
your children. For their sake,
get help ASAP.
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Ins hand. Be
•Q 104
crossing to his hand with a diamond
WK 8 5 3
in order to lead a spade toward
•Q 106
dummy.
•K Q 10
West, Mike Kansii, was quick to
EAST
WEST
this opportunity. lie rose with
seize
5
K
•
•AI 2
the spade ace and returned his
•.1 10 7
W96 2
remaining diamond, taken by South
•9 7 4 2
•8 5
in his hand. When declarer next led a
+9653
+A 8 7 4 2
second spade and finessed dummy's
SOUTH
ten, East, Mike Becker, won and
+98763
returned a diamond for Kamil to ruff,
W A Q4
defeating the contract.
•A K 3
At the second table, the declarer,
4.1
who shall remain nameless out of
The bidding:
simple modesty, foresaw that the
East
North
West
South
opponents might maneuver a ruff in
Pass
2 NT
Pass
10
whichever red suit he elected to play
Pass
30
Pass
3•
at trick three. So, rather than try to
40
guess which suit it might be safe to
Opening lead — ace of clubs.
his hand with, he ruffed the
This deal occurred in a 1996 cross to
at trick two!
regional knockout team contest. Both queen of clubs extravagance paid
This apparent
South players arrived at four spades
dividends. After trumping
after similar auctions, and both Wests maximumtnck, declarer led a spade
own
his
two
The
club.
another
and
led the ace
dummy, finessing the ten and
West players apparently had the toward
losing to the king after West folsame hope: that their partner would
diaIOW. South won East's
hold no more than two clubs and that lowed
mond return with the ace, and a seca club ruff could he negotiated after
lead picked up West's jack
West regained the lead with the ace ond spadethe game.
to secure
of spades
Tomorrow: It only hurts for a minute.

•••

9371.

of

Is jaw damage
permanent?

I
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read instead of the one pill that
DEAR ABBY: I'm turning eHannony.com -- although they
atin, 10
(Lovast
take
usually
discomjaw
on
column
your
pre90 soon and live in a small charge for their services. I
fort, perhaps as a result from milligrams).
assisted-living environment. I dict if you tell your children
Are two pills going to damtaking Fosamax. 1 believe that
they'll
do,
to
have outlived four husbands, what you intend
my liver more? 1 can't
age
have
I
.
problem
my
be
may
and I'm thinking about a fifth. prefer you see someone they
doctor because he is
my
ask
includdoctors,
consulted many
For clarification, my husbands have vetted.
one who wants me to take
the
fitted
who
tist
a
periodon
ing
your
respect
I
P.S. While
all died of natural causes -me with a them. I would like a second
except for my second.(He and 'company policy,' please weigh
guard. opinion. I don't think 178 is
night
were the benefit vs. the embarrassdis- too high for an active 81-yearjaw
My
whether
g
ment factor in decidin
divorced.)
has old.
comfort
I am just to pursue the fellow resident
DEAR READER: I side
SO
been
Nothon.
eye
your
have
you
typical,
a
you. First, a cholesterol
with
I
that
severe
gained
sweet old ing ventured, nothing
is low regardless of a
178
of
diffihave
lady in need (if you know what I mean),
age, and especially a
person's
culty eating.
of compan- and I'm sure you could find
in his 80s. Secman
healthy
dishave
I
about
ionship. I out just about everything
statin drug you
more
the
ond,
ued
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Colleges, applicants look for 'authenticity'in each other
By JUSTIN POPE
AP Education Writer
It there sa %Jen 01 the limes in college admissions. it may be this: Steven
Roy Goodman, An independent college
counselor, tells clients to make a small
mistake somewhere in their application
--- OD purpose.
-Sometimes it's a typo," he says. "I
don't want my students to sound like
robots. It's pretty easy to fall into that
trap of trying to do everything perfectly
and there's no spark left."
What Goodman is going for is
"authenticity" — an increasingly hot
telling point in college admissions as a
new year rolls around.
ps olln em
In an age when applicantsa
and
to have volunteered, played
traveled abroad, colleges are wary of
slick packaging. They're drawn to high
grades and test scores, of course, but
also to humility and to students who
really got something out of their experiences, not just those trying to impress
colleges with their resume
The trend seemingly should make
life easier for students — by reducing
the pressure to puff up their credentials.
But that's not always the case.
• For some students, the challenge of
presenting themselves as full, flawed
people cuts against everything else
they've been told about applying to colto show off as much as possible.
lege
At the other extreme, when a college
signals what it's looking for, students
inevitably try to provide it. So you get
someitticleuLs.trying to fake authentselty. to package themselves as unpackaged
-There's a little hit of an arms Me
going (In,- Says Goodman, who is based
in Washington "If I'm bang more
authentic than you are, you have to be
more authentic next month to keep up
with the Joneses.Colleges say what they want is honest. reflective students As less Lord,
dean of admission and financial aid at
Haverford College in Pennsylvania
puts it. "everybody's imperfect"

"Since that's true for all tstutkntsi,
those that portray that aspect of themselves are that much more authentic"
How do colleges find authenticity
They look for evidence of interests and
passions across the application — an
essays, interviews, recommendations
and extracurncular activities.
"What we see are the connections,"
said Christopher Gruber, dean of
admission and financial aid at Davidson
College in North Carolina. If a student
claims working in student government
has been a meaningful expenence. it's a
more credible claim if recomrnendas
have picked on that as well.
'That. in my mind. gives authenticity to an application, when you're reading things more than once." Gruber
said.
But in the age of the hyper-achieving
student, authenticity doesn't always
come easy. Some schools, such as MIT,
now specifically ask students to write
about disappointment or failure. Many
can only come up with a predictable
and transparent answer: perfectionism.
Will Dix, a counselor at the
University of Chicago Laboratory High
AP
School, who also spent eight years in
Bethesda
of
17
Bhatt,
Kayani
his
client
with
speaks
Steven Roy Goodman, a college admissions strategist, left,
the Amherst College admissions office.
Md., and his mother, Anand Bhatt, as they discuss which colleges Kayani would like to apply to in Washington
that
students
persuade
to
struggles
-Fhey soften their image with picessays about doubt and uncertainty can 14XS often are unsure what to write
Dix summanzes the logical muddle
be at least as interesting to admissions about. She digs up their junior-year the student is in: "As soon as you ask tures of kids under trees, smiling in
officers as those with a conclusion responses. where they often find their someone to he authentic it's impossible front of the library, engaging with a
professor in a small group discussion,"
that's sweeping but implausibly confi- topic — like one student last year who to be authentic
dent for a 17-year-old.
Goodman. the independent coun- Goodman says. What's the difference
ultimately wrote a moving essay about
selor who ads isrs making a small mis- between a college trying to look good
"No one expects you to solve the his experience being overweight.
to students and the reverse?
mystery of life." Dix says. "I someWeingartner has noticed more stu- take to look authentic. unapologeticall
David Lesesne, de:ari -of adthiSSiori
times get in trouble with parents for dents writing about being gay. Some tries to hit the nght note of authenticity:
advising that. They'll say, '(colleges) pull it off, coming across as honest, be true enough to make the full applica- Sewanee, a small Tennessee liberal arts
will think he doesn't know anything." humble and reflective about the chal- tion consistent and credible, but also college, admits Goodman has a point.
"Students perhaps have become less
Dix . counters by paraphrasing lenges they've faced. But others raise give colleges what they want to hear.
has
to themselves, trying to be
who
authentic
politician
a
to
it
He
compares
'The
traumabe
to
Rumsfeld:
appearing
alarm bells by
Socrates via Donald
learned to give a stump speech that what colleges want," Lesesne said. But
first thing is to know what you don't tized or just looking for sympathy.
The challenge for students is a tough makes every audience feel like it's new. colleges have done the same. Schools
know.And he defends the tactic with a "are looking to draw more applicants
Susan Wangartner. another former one to get your mind around: If you're
that several admissions deans and students are looking to gain acceptpoint
rise
to
pressure
feel
you
admissions officer and now college authentic,
those numbers grow
counseling director at Chicago's above the fakers. But try too hard to do frankly acknowledge: Colleges are ance," he said."As
both sides of the
caused
has
that
think
I
authenticwith
games
playing
of
guilty
be,
well.
appear
to
just
you
then
hantis W. Parker School, surveys her that,
equation to lose a little focus on what
ity, too.
juniors about shortcomings and weak- inauthentic.
should be most important: the match."
nesses. The next year. those now-yen-

CALLOWAY COUNTY FAVORITES
All diplomacy aside. everyone has their favorites and we want to know who yours are In preparation for our upcoming 'Readers'
Choice 2007' Section, we're asking readers to till us in on their area favorites, from auto dealers to steak houses, we wont to know who
vOur favorites are' To odd your votes to this year's poll lust fill out the form below and send it to us before Friday, Sept. 14th at 5 p.m.
$100 cash prizes.
To thank you for iour participation your name will automatically be entered into a random drawing to win one of two
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PREP VOLLEYEBALL

RACER FOOTBALL

PATCHWORK
MILHAEL UANN / Ledger & Times
Leah Dieleman returns this spike against Carlisle County
Tuesdty night at Murray High. Looking on is teammate
and sister Lauren Dieleman.

Streak
Busters
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Stadium in
Murray State head coach Matt Griffin yells out instructions to his Racer football team last Thursday at Papa John's
to Illinois
focus
their
shifting
time
much
waste
didn't
Racers
the
that
conference
press
his
during
Louisville. Griffin said Tuesday
State following the 73-10 loss to the Cardinals.

GRIFFIN LOOKS TO PIECE RACERS BACK TOGETHER

AFTER LOSS TO CARDINALS, WILLIAMS' INJURY
By SCOTT NANNEY
Saturday
Sports Editor
Murray State at Illinois State
Last week's 73-10 season- When Saturday, 6 p m
opening loss at Louisville may Where: Hancock Stadium Normal, II
Radlo/TV: WNBS-WFGE
still be fresh in the minds of Series
Record: 1-3-0
However,
fans.
Murray State
Last Misting: ISU 35 MSU 14 (2006)
those within the Racer program First Meeting: 2001
S..
Rams have lost three straight
have long since moved past the Streak:
In Normal: 0-2-0
game and its outcome.
Griffin vs. ISU: 0-1-0
"Our guys know what that
first game was about, and it's
gone," said Murray head coach Matt Griffin. "Now, let's re-focus on
the next (game) and the task at hand. ... We all know that we won't
see another team like that the rest of the season."
Part of that focus is now directed toward Illinois State, who the
Racers will face on Saturday at Hancock Stadium in Normal, Ill.
Game time is 6 p.m.
While MSU had its hands full with an ultra-talented Louisville
squad, the Redbirds seemingly faced a less daunting challenge
against non-scholarship foe Drake in its season opener. But ISU —
led by former Murray State head coach Denver Johnson — was surprised, nonetheless, by its visitors, 27-24.
The Redbirds' loss didn't receive nearly as much press as
Michigan's stunning defeat at the hands of defending Division I-AA
national champion Appalachian State. But it proved just as stunning
to ISU and its fans.
"1 would have liked to have seen(ISU) win by 100, to be honest.
And we thought they would," Griffin noted."We thought they would
win easily, but they got upset.
"It's certainly going to re-focus them a little bit, and I know
Denver will have them ready. Regardless. though, we have to be
ready for them." he added.
The Racers will also have to be ready without the services of starting linebacker Nathan Williams, who is likely out for the season with
a knee injury he suffered in the first half against the Cardinals.
The 6-foot-1, 225-pound senior co-captain — expected to be a
leader on a young MSU defense — suffered the injury in the first half
and did not return to the game. He stood on the sideline on crutches
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Tulles
in the second half.
Racer SertiOT linebacker Nathan Williams adjusts his facemask in
Griffin said Williams could possibly return in as little as five
the first half last Thursday in. Louisville. Williams suffered an ACL weeks, depending on the severity of the injury. But that scenario
injury during the game with the Cardinals and is likely out for the seems unlikely.
•See RACERS. 2C
season

LADY TIGERS BREAK SLIDE WITH
WIN OVER CARLISLE COUNTY
Staff Report
The Murray High volleyball team broke a five-match losing
streak on Tuesday night with a two-set victory over visiting
Carlisle County,
The Lady Tigers (5-5) claimed the match by scores of 25and 25-9.
Leading the way for Murray was Leah Dieleman, who tallied
20 complete passes, seven aces, five digs and two kills. Caitlin
Herrington followed with six passes, a team-best six kills, three
digs and one block.
Abby Dowdy had five passes, five digs, four kills, four aces
and two blocks. Christin Gong completed 10 passes, recorded
three aces and had two digs and two kills.
Jamie Courtney finished with II passes and two digs, while
Lauren Dieleman had all 13 of Murray's assists. Maria Speed
rounded out the Lady Tiger effort with three passes and one dig.
Murray High will return to the court on Thursday night at
Trigg County.

Lady Lakers fall
to CFS in two sets
CCHS LOSES KEY 4TH DISTRICT MATCH
Staff Report
The Calloway County volleyball team dropped a two-set
match at Christian Fellowship on Tuesday night.
The Lady Lakers (4-4) were defeated by scores of 25-12 and
25-11.
Kristen Phillips led the CCHS attack with three points one
ace, while Katlynn King followed with two points and one ace.
Teala Penick had one point, three assists, one kill and one ace.
Brittnee Deitz added one point, and Jacquelyn Price had one kill.
In junior-varsity action, the Lady Lakers claimed a two-set,
21-13, 21-12, triumph over the Lady Eagles.
Deitz was the top scorer with 12 points while also adding two
assists and one ace. Allison Rogers followed with six points, one
assist and one ace. King had five points. to kills and two aces.
Cydney Ciere had four points and one ace, while Haley Edwards
notched one point and one kill.
Calloway will play at Livingston Central on Thursday night.

(• R ROUNDUP
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MSU takes 3rd at Wasioto Winds
MULGER NAMED ATHLETE OF WEEK; MCDONALD TO HOLD CAMP
By MSU Media Relations
PINEVILLE, Ky. — The Murray State
men's golf team finished a
strong third place in the
Wasioto Winds Fall Kickoff on Tuesday.
The 54-hole tournament
was played at Wasioto
Winds Golf Course in Pine
Mountain State Resort
Park. It was hosted by
omn
Morehead State

The Racers fired a final-round 286 —
their best of the event after carding a 287
and a 292 in the opening rounds. MSU's
865 was two shots better than fourth place
Tennessee-Martin.
Murray State had a total of 865, which
was 25 shots behind winner Eastern
Kentucky with an 840. Southern Illinois
finished second at 848.
Nick Newcomb turned in the Racers'
best finish with a fourth-place showing
after rounds of 68-69-72=209. Jared Wolfe

rallied to a 13th-place finish after a finalround 69 His total was 217 with the first
two rounds of 71-77.
Cameron Carrico fired rounds of 77-7073=220 to finish in 19th place, while Jerry
Price had scores of 73-77-72=222 to finish
25th. Mitchell Moore placed 41st with
rounds of 75-76-76=227.
Chris Griffin and Hunter Ford played as
individuals and both finished in 36th place.
Griffin had scores of 80-74-72=226, while
Soo ROUNDUP,3C

MICHAEL DANN / Langer & Times

Sydney Smith makes a move around a Mayfield player
prior to the conclusion of the first half Tuesday night at the
Mallary France Soccer Complex at Murray High School
For a complete soccer roundup, see page 2C.
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PREP SOCCER ROUNDUP

Lady Tigers post second shutout
header off a free kick by Laken Peal.
Caitlin Williams led the Lady Tigers'
offensive attack with four goals and one
assist Sydney Smith followed with three
goals and an assist Hayley Wnght and
Shelby Johnson rounded out the scoring
with one goal apiece Adams also had an

MHS BOYS FALL
ONE GOAL SHORT
AGAINST GRAVES
Staff Report
The MUlta), High girls soccer team
its second straight shutout of Second
postcd
District use Mayfield. blasting the Lady
(..udoi.tiv MO on Tuesday night at the
fslallary Prance Soccer Complex
By the halftime break, the Lady Tigers
16-1-2, 2-0 Second Distnco had already
posted 26 shots on goal? five corner kicks
ond a penalty kick vc hile rating out to a 4-0

Other assists for Murray carne from
Wright, Acidic Rigsby and Nicole Edison.
The Lady Tigers outshot Mayfield a whopping 33-2. Goalkeeper Morgan Graham had
1Wo saves.

Murray High will now play for the First
Region All A championship on Thursday
night at Ileath. Match time is 6 o'clock. The
winner of the match will advance to play at
Second Region champion Lyon County on
Saturday at 4 p.m.

I cad

Murray picked up the scoring in the second halt_ tallying threc_groals in -the_first
three minutes of actiori before ending the
match by the mercy rule with 28:36 remaining Ali Adams put the Lady Cardinals out of
their misery v.itti the final MHS score with a

Boys
rayes MX1Viers
MAYFIF.LD. Ky. -- The honk:standing
Eagles battled hack from a second-half
deficit to defeat Murray High in Second
District action on Tuesday night at Graves

(.'ounty High School.
Jorge Bartolo inflicted the most damage
on the Tigers (6-31, assisting teammate
Colby Davis on a goal to tic the match with
33 minutes left. Ten minutes later, Bartolo
scored off a penalty kick to give the Eagles
Of- I -11 the victory.
Murray High dented the scoreboard first,
as Jordan Benton scored off a Jeremy Curd
assist Just four minutes into the first half.
Graves' Issac Sims answered five minutes
later with an unassisted goal as the match
reached halftime in a 1-1 tie
Curd gave the Tigers the lead just four
minutes into the second half off a Bobby
Puckett assist, but pawls and Barto(o combined to give Graves the win.
The Eagles outshot MHS 11-7. Murray
goalkeepers Will Hudson xitki Nolan Jackson
each had three saves. Graves County's Todd
Doran had four.
The Tigers will face University Heights
Academy tonight in at 6 in the All A Classic
in Hopkinsville before playing at Second
District foe Mayfield on Thursday night.
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tall task this vveck
While the Redbirds obviously
don't possess the offensive firepower of a Louisville. they certainly have enough explosiveness to worry Griffin and the
MSU coaching staff, who
watched the Racers allow 73
points and over MX)yards in total
offense to the Cardinals
Senior quarterback Luke
Drone returns for his fourth season under center for the
Redbirds after throwing for
2.961 yards and 21 touchdowns
as a Junior. guiding ISU to a 9-4
finish and a trip to the second
round of the I-AA playoffs a year
ago

TIRES

The Redbirds did lose the

•Michelin •Goodyeor •Dayton
•Toyo •Firestone •Yokohama

likes of playmakers Pierre
Rembert at tailback and Laurent
Robinson at wide receiver. But
senior back Rafael Rice appears
to be picking up when: Rembert
left off: chewing up the Drake
defense for 2114 yards and two
touchdowns on 27 Carnes last
week,
.
Illinois Stale has also fdler,
the receiving void left behind by
Robinson with senior Jason
Horton and junior-college transfer Keven
"They're a good football
team.- Griffin said of 1SU.
-They lost some guys. but they
haven't fallen off a great deal.
It's going to be a big challenge
for us"
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
East DivIsion
W
L Pct GB
84 sstio.
Boston
7
77 82 554
New Von
70 8850713 1,2
Toronto
60 77 439
Baltimore
23
27
57 82 410
Tamps Bay
Cantral Maslen
W
L Pct GB
ciesmkaind
ao 58 590 —
7
73 65 529
Detroit
69 70 49611 1/2
Minnesota
18
62 76 449
Kansas City
21
Chicago
59 79 428
West OlvIelen
W
LPd ell
Animists
02 58 594
74 63 540 7 1/2
Seel*
15
88 72 486
Dieldind
18
64 74 464
Texas

Tueedey's Games
Baskin 5 Toronto 3
NY Yankees 12. Seattle 3
Chicago While Sox 3 Detroit'
Baltimore 8 Tampa Bay 4
Texas 9 Kansas City 8
Cleveland 7, Minnesota 5 11 innings
LA Angels 4, Galiend 3
Wadneedey's Games
Cleveland 1CanTiona 148)11
Minnesota (Baker 8-6). 12 10 p m
Oakland (Blanton 11-9) at LA Angels
(Saunders 7-2) 2 35 p m
Toronto (Marcum 12-5) at Boston
(Schilling 8-61 6 05 p m
Seattle (Washburn 9-12) at NY
Yankees (Hughes 2-3). 605 p m
Chicago While Sok4O•Floyd 14)at Detroit iRogers 3-21 6 05 p m
Baltimore (Liz 0-1i at Tampa Bay
(Sonnanehrie 4-91 6 10 p rn
Kansas City (Davies 2-3) at Texas
I
4-9) 7 05 p m
Thursday's 13arnee
Chicago White Sox (Bushrte 9-9) at
8-6) 12 05 p m
(Durbin
Detroit
Boston (Wakefield 16-10) at Baltimore
(Olson 1-3) 6 05 p m
Cleveland (Byrd 14-5) at L A ArceiS
(Escobar 15-7i 905 p ry,

National League Standings
AM Times CDT
Eaat Division
W
L Pct GB
78 60 565
New York
—
73 65 529
Plaiedelphis
5
70 69 504 8 1.2
Mania
82 77 44616 1/2
Washington
60 79 43218 1/2
Florida
Central Olvislon
W
LPct GS
70 67 511
—
Chicago
70 88 507 1,2
Mitivaukee
1
88 67 504
SI Louis
62 77 441
Cincinnati
9
62 77 446
9
Houston
60 78 43510 1/2
Pittsburgh
VAMS Division
L Pct GB
76 62 551
San Diego
77 63 550
Anions
73 65 529
Los Angeles
3
72 66 522
Colorado
4
62 77 44814 172
San Francisco

Tuesday's Gamma
Washington 4 Florida 3
NY Islets 11 Cincinnati 7
Philadelphia 5 Atlanta 2
MiNimiukee 5 Houston 3
L A Dodgers 6 Chicago Cubs 2
St Louis 6 Pittsburgh 2
Colorado 6 San Francisco 5
Anzona 9 San Diego 1
Wednesday's Gaines
NV Meta Maine 14-8) al Cincinnati

NEW YORK (API — Thud'
The final fallout from a disastrous opening weekend for Michigan came Tuesday,
when the Wolverines dropped all the way
out of The Associated Press Top 25. an

•Transmission Flush
• •..ikos
•Coolont Flush
.'locks •Struts
•Beits Noses
.011 cit-Ar Ai Fitter .AC Service

ecedented fall from No. 5 to unranked.
Since the AP poll expanded to 25 teams
in 1989, no team has taken a bigger tumble
in one week
After an opening college football week-

Dodgers
lS7ltritsP1 -2)
ILGa
n1 at Chicago
A la
ni°")
anas
-7
petsburo
(Day(11A3
Cubs
72C6
-51P41mSt Louis
(Muds( 0-01. 7 10 p.m
San Francisco (Correia 3-6) at
Colorado (Jimenez 3-2). 7 35 p m
San Diego (Peavy 16-5) at Arizona
IL Hernandez 9-9). 8 40 p m
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh iBultriglon 0-0) at St Louts
(Wroth 0-4i 1 10 p m
LA Dodgers (Lowe 11-12) at Chicago
Cubs (Marquis 11-8), 1 20 pm

end filled with blowouts and highlighted by
Appalachian State's stunning 34-32 upset of
Michigan at the Big House, there was little
notable movement in the Top 25 other than
the Wolvennes.

Pavers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2005 Cadillac DTS
48.000 Miles, Leather.
Stk #P6550

58,000 Miles, Leather/
Moonroof/Chrome
Wheels. Stk. #CP157

la.

••

t

$18,946*

r'S•

17,000 Miles, V-8 Northstar,
Heated Leather, Chrome
Wheels. Stk. #CP192

$27,975*

I.

1pp. ipm pp-

2007 Cadillac STS

i

11,000 Miles, V-8,
Northstar. NAV.
Original MSRP
$63,775. Stk #P6506

2000
GMC Sierra SLT

2001 Cadillac Deville
78,000 Miles,
Leather.
Stk. #CP128

82,000 Miles. Ext. Cab Z-71, Heated.
Leather. Stk #CT7230B

$8,746*
2003 Ford Focus SE

2005 Honda Civic LX

62,000 Miles, T/C, P/W,
P/L.
Stk. OTC7777A

39,000 Miles, 5-Speed,
T/C, P/W, P/L, CD.
Stk. #P6533

•

$14*962
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Pholadelphia (Klend
35rick
a m8-3i at Atlanta
(T Hudson 15-7) 12 05 p m
Fiords Ware 5-8) at Washington
iFieddrig 3-51. 606 p.m
Houston (Albers 4-6) at Milwaukee

Michigan takes biggest tumble out of Top 25
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2004 Toyota Tacoma

2003 Chevrolet Cavalier 1.5
On

A

2006 Suzuki XL?

36.000 Miles, Chrome
Wheels, T/C, PIW, P/L.
Stk #GT7472A

21,000 Miles, 4x4, T/C,
P/W, P/L, CD
Stk. #P6488

$15,935*
2004 Uncoln 1.5
Stk #P6516

2003 Ford Taurus SES
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to
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70,000 Mlles, T/C, PAN,
P/L, CD.
Stk. OC17182A

88,000 Miles, T/C, P/W,
P/L
Stk. #P6490A
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•Roundup
Rpm Page VC
Flied had rounds- of 75-757igc226. Trey Bowling of
Ea:stern Kentucky was the
medalist for the event with
ropnds of 72-65-68=205.
:Murray State's next event is
Sd!urday at the Midwest
St)potout, hosted by Purdue in
West Lafayette, Ind.
Volleyball: Junior outside
hitter Alison
was
Mugler
the
named
Murray State
Athlete of the
Week for her
play in the
Arkansas
State/Bancorp
South Classic
thugier
volleyball tournament.
Mugler — a 5-10 organizational communications major
from Maumee, Ohio — averaged 3.75 kills, 2.17 digs, 0.42
blocks and 4.17 points per
game with an attack percentage of .303 in the 12 games,
helping the Racers to a share
of first place in the tournament. She was also named to
the all-tournament team.
Murray State defeated host
Arkansas State 3-0 and
Northwestern State 3-2 and fell
to co-champion San Jose State
3.1.
Murray State will now take

part in the Saluki Invitational
in Carbondale, Ill. The Racers
will face Missouri-Kansas City
on Friday at 5 p.m. On
Saturday, they will meet
Cleveland State at 10 a.m., and
tournament host Southern
Illinois at 7 p.m.
Baseball: MSU head coach
Rob McDonald has announced
the 2007 MSU Thoroughbreds
High School
Showcase
Camp, to be
held at Reagan
on
Field
Saturday.
IS.
Sept.
Registration
will begin at 9
a.m., and the
McDonald
will
camp
begin at 10.
The camp is a pro-style tryout where campers will be
evaluated on fielding, throwing and running. Each camper
sill be provided specialized
instruction, and a simulated
game will be played.
The camp is for students in
grades 9 through 12. The cost
of the camp is $75. A registration form is attached to the
on
article
showcase
www.goracers.com. For more
contact
information,
McDonald at 809-4892 or by
e-mail rob.mcdonald@murraystate.edu

•
Whitney Gardner were
and
Kristin
Wilson,
Boggess
Karlee
players
softball
School
High
County
Calloway
WIN!:
MAGIC
members of the Marshall County Magic U14 softball team that recently closed out its season with a championship at the
Lone Oak August Bash. The squad went 5-0 in the tournament, defeating the Southern Illinois Kryptonite, the Breckenhdge
Stars, the Downstate Rippers, Reidland and the Lady Patriots for the title. The Magic also posted a 15-3 record in three
other summer tournaments.

Piniella reminds Cubs: 'Only sport where they don't boo is golf'
By JIM L1TKE
AP Sports Columnist
CHICAGO (AP) — The
Cubs better get used to this.
Boo!
: Suffering is not just a fad
around here at this time of the
season, it's practically a way of
life. Still, somebody has to win
baseball's worst division, aka
the National League Central,
and the thought finally seems to
have taken hold of Chicago and
its long-slumbering franchise,
"Why not us?"
• Well, for one thing — boo!
— as a few select Cubbies teams
from the past could tell this one
— boo! — there are expectations to deal with. And those
expectations are why their ace
pitcher, manager and general
mOnager each took a few minutOs out of their pregame routines Tuesday to hammer out an
apidogy.
."I love the Cubs fans,"
Carlos Zambrano said a few
hours before the Cubs hit into
fiTe double plays and dropped
their second straight to the
Dodgers, 6-2. "I still think they
ani still the greatest fans of baseball.:Turns out that Zambrano,
who only three weeks ago
siipied a $91.5 million contract
extension to anchor the staff
th)ugh 2012. got rocked in an
1C-3 loss the day before, got
bed as he was departing and
ripped the fans in return.
:Zambrano cocked his index
firiger and pointed to his ear on
the short walk to the dugout,
then said afterward. "I will
repiember that. ... They showed
rnii today they just care about
:Less than 24 hours later, he'd
alieady forgotten. Apparently.
it'4 tough to stay mad at the people who help pay your wages
when you're 0-3 since the extensibn and 0-5 since the end of
Jiny.
:"They have the right to boo
*pie, do whatever they have
to;:cki because they have been
welting for 99 years.- Zambrano
sAct. "Sometimes we don't do a
OA job and they get frustrated.
tab. I apologize to them"
:But contrition alone won't
ctll it. Not this year. Not with the
ditision there for the taking.
Milwaukee, Chicago's NI
Central rival to the north, is still
reeling after getting off to a surpdsingly strong start St. Louis,
itt nemesis to the south, has
cdoled off after climbing off the
Uck and back into the race.
:What frustrates the Wrigley
Field faithful is that the f'ubs
..

/

.. .4..

Ihmly Prater
'r

grabbed first place by cobbling
together the second-best record
in baseball since early June. but
recently lapsed back into playing .500 ball, all the while failing to shake the Brewers and

Cardinals.
The offense has stalled and
worse, they're making some of
the same fundamental mistakes
that drove manager Lou Piniella
into a dirt-kicking, cap-throw-

ing, umpire-baiting frenzy on
June 2 that got him suspended,
just before the Cubs' season
took off.
Zambrano might have been
swamped by the first wave of

This Unbelieveable Sale Absolutely Ends At Closing Monday!
EVERYTHING'S ON SALE! Living Rooms, Dining Rooms, Bedrooms, you
name it! S op every item in every department for fantastic savings!
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By the end of the night, after
both Milwaukee and St. Louis
won, they led the Brewers by a
half-game and the Cardinals by
one.
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that growing discontent, but if
only to prove that it won't be the
last, Cubs fans let the entire
team have it — boo! — in the
top of the eighth Wednesday as
the Dodgers pushed their lead to
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Terror suspects arrested for plot
Three susBERLIN (AP)
pected Islamic militants were
arrested for allegedly plotting
"imminent" and "massive"
attacks on the Ramstein Air
Base, a manic U S and NATO
military hub, and Frankfurt's
busy
international
airport.
Gerni.an authonties said
(kinlan federal prosecutor
Monika Harms said the three —
two of whom were (;erman converts to Islam — had trained at
terror c dInps in Pakistan and
procured some 1,300 pounds of
hydrogen peroxide for making
explosises And a top legislator
said the group could have struck
"in •few days," noting a "sensitive pcnod" that includes the
anniversary (if the Sept II
attacks
"We were able to succeed in
mooing% and preventing the
most senous and massive bombings." Harms told reporters
Officials said the hydrogen
peroxide, stored in d hideout,
could has been mixed with
other Additise• to produce a
bomb with the explosive power
of 1,211i pounds of TNT
'This would have enabled
them to make bombs with more
explosive power than the ()nes
used in the London and Madrid
(transit, bombings." )(writ
Ziercke. the head of Germany's
Federal Crime Office, said at a
point press conference with
Hann.
two
The three suspects
Gentians. aged 22 and 2, and a
first Lank'
29-year-old lurk
to the attention ot auttu cues
because dies had been obscrs
ing atcS military facility at the
end of 2.00h, (initial% said All
three had undergiine training at
camps in Pakistan fUll by the
Islamic Jihad t nissri. And had
harried a German cell of the
gin up
Pic Islamic Jihad llmon was
dew. IhCtl as a Sunni Muslim
group based in Central Asia that
*as all offshoot of the lslamis
SInsement of 1.1rbekistan. An
extremist group with ,ingiris in
that country
"there was an imminent
Defense
threat,'• (icuttan
Minister Franz Josef Jung told
A R NIsiedeassee

AP

Military police otficers seen at west gate at the airbase in Ramstein, Germany today. German
authonties said Wednesday they had arrested three suspected Islamic terronsts for allegedly
plotting attacks on Frankfurt International Airport, one of Europe s busiest along with nearby
Ramstein Air Base a key U S and NATO military hub
The three had no steady work
and were drawing unemployment benefits while their main
occupation was the plot, officials said -This group distinguishes itself through its profound hatred of U.S citizens."
Ziercke said
liercke said members of
Germany's elite GSG-9 anti-terrorts.L, and.,or_res_ted two _of the
suspects at a holiday home in
central Germany on Tuesday A
third managed to escape through
bathroom window, but was
apprehended about MX) yards
later hey federal police who had
roped oft the area
The three suspects were
brought before Judges in a
closed proceeding at Germany's
Federal Court of Justice in
Karlsruhe after being flown in
by helicopter. court officials
said
Prosecutors in Karlsruhe said
the arrests took place Tuesday
afternoon, and that police had
Also carried out scart hc• across
the sountrs. he German reports
t, AMC • (la S
alter Denmark
Authorities said they had thwarted a bomb plot when authonnes
n$unded up eight alkged ISLAMIC

militants believed to have links Afghanistan who are flown
there to be taken to nearby
to al-Qaida
Wolfgang Bosbach. a top leg- Landstuhl.
Besides U.S. personnel,
islator for German Chancellor
Angela Merkel's Christian British, French, and other interDemocrats, said that "the sus- national forces are also located
pects had been under observa- there.
International
Frankfurt
tion by security officials for a
Airport is Europe's third-busiest
long time"
"Consequently, we know airport, handling hundreds of !nwithout any doubt that they were and outbound flights to and
planning attacks that would from the Americas, Asia, Africa,
base had considerable conse- the Middle East and Europe. In
quences," he told N24 televi- July, a record 5.2 million passion, adding that the three had sengers arrived or departed from
the airport In 2005. more than
acquired chemicals for the plot
Bosbach said an attack could 52.2 million passengers came
have occurred "in a few days" through the airport, which is
and pointed out the Sept 11 also a minor cargo hub.
German and U.S. officials
anniversary. as well as parliamentary deliberations in the have warned of the possibility of
next few weeks over whether to a ternsnst attack, and security
extend troop mandates in measures have been increased.
Navy Capt. Jeff Gradeck.
AfghanistAn
"We arc in a highly sensitive spokesman for the U.S. military's European r'ommand in
period.- he said
Ramstein is one of the bed- Stuttgart. said German authonknown U.S Air Force bases ties had contacted them conworldwide because it serves as a cerning the alleged plot, hut had
mayor conduit for U.S. troops no further information.
-We extend our gratitude to
mos ing in and out of Europe,
Asia and the Middle East. It is a Germany for their efforts in prokey transit point for injured tecting us," Gradeck said.
and
Iraq
from
troops

AP
Missionanes of Chanty nuns are seen near a portrait 04
Mother Teresa, the founder of the order, on her 10th death
anniversary which was observed as 'Happy Feast Day in
Calcutta, India, today

10-year anniversary of Mother
Teresa's death marked by many
CALCUTTA, India (APP -- Devotees held Roman Catholic
Masses, candle processions and interfaith prayers Wednesday to
mark the 10th anniversary of the death of Mother Teresa, who dedicated her life to serving the poorest of the poor in this eastern Indian
city.
Calcutta's Archbishop Lucas Sirkar led an early morning Mass
attended by nuns and volunteers at Mother House, the headquarters
of the Missionaries of Charity order she founded in 1950.
Carrying strings of rosary beads, hundreds of her supporters followed the prayers with candlelight processions at clinics and schools
that Mother Teresa opened in Calcutta's slums and ramshackle,
impovenshed neighborhoods dunng her nearly seven decades in
India. They offered flowers at her tomb and later participated in an
interfaith prayer SessiCin organized by Calcutta's All India Minorities
Forum.
Nobel Peace Prize winner Mother Teresa, whose supporters hope
Oci see made a saint, came to Calcutta in 1929 as Sister Teresa after
she said she heard a call from God to serve -the poorest of the poor.'
She set up schools for street children and medical clinics for slumdwellers in this overwhelmingly Hindu country where Christians
account for a mere 2.4 percent of 1.1 billion people.
When she died on Sept. 5, 1997, at 87, her Missionaries (it
Charity had nearly 4.000 nuns and ran roughly 600 orphanages.
soup kitchens, homeless shelters and clinics around the world.
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$1,200 REBATE
plus 6 months same as cash*
when you purchase any qualifying Trane XU system
between August 30 and October 31, 2007.

a. 4

The revolutionary Trone CleonEttects""
is the first central air system that
removes up to 99 98% of the allergens
from all the air Itaat if heats or cools
And now through October 31 2007, you

poorttA
4w

can get a rebate up to S1200 when you - purchase one Isn't it time you expected
e

more from your system"

Like TWo Systems In One

Which Saves You Money!

Trones X119i is like having two systems in one On most days, it rusts efftciently
at low speed for maximum savings But when the weather makes it necessary.
'se unit switches to the forger compressor to provide even greater comfort

F net t more from your independent Trone dealer

Call
1488-8726-6321 S
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